
2.0 COMMENTS AND RESPONSES ON THE
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This section contains comments on the Draft EIS and responses to those comments. Comments
were received from federal, state, and local agencies; American Indian governments; private
organizations; and the general public during three public hearings on the Draft EIS and in written
comments mailed to the Air Force. The comment period began on June 18, 1999 and closed on
August 2, 1999. In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),  public and
agency comments were reviewed and incorporated into the Final EIS. These public and agency
comments will be used by the decisionmaker in determining whether or not to implement the
Proposed Action.

Comment and Response Process

Comments on the Draft EIS were generated through both written correspondence and oral
statements during the public comment period. The following process was used for reviewing and
responding to these comments:

o All comment letters and testimony were reviewed and assigned a unique number.

l Within each comment letter or testimony, substantive comments were identified and
bracketed. These bracketed comments were then reviewed by appropriate staff or
resource specialists and provided an individual response. Three guidelines were used
for determining substantive comments.

1 . The proposed action, alternatives, or other components of the proposal were
questioned.

2 . The methodology of the analysis or results were questioned.

3 . The use, adequacy, and/or accuracy of data were questioned.

l The individual bracketed comments were assigned a response code corresponding to
a specific response. These responses (and codes) were organized in numerical order.
The responses to comments appear in the Response section (2.2) of this Final EIS.

l Due to their similarity, some comments were assigned the same response.

An alphabetical directory of commentor’s names, with their associated comment, was also
generated and is provided following this introduction.
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F-22 Force Development Evaluation and Weapons School Beddown,  Nellis  AFB

Locating Your Comment Letter or Oral Testimony

Locate your name in the directory of commentors alphabetized by last name. After locating your
name, note the number in the third column. This number was assigned to your comment letter
and is found on the upper right-hand corner of the letter. The comment letters are printed in
numerical order. Oral testimony is grouped by the location of the public hearing (Las Vegas,
Caliente, and Tonopah) and each commentor is also assigned a number and listed in numerical
order.

Locating Responses to Comments

All comment letters were given a response number. Response numbers are printed next to one or
more bracketed areas in the left margin of the comment letters. Because of the limited number of
comments, responses were not grouped by resource area. However, they are generally ordered by
agencies, public written comments, and public oral comments. Responses are found in the
Response section (2.2) following the comments.

2.0-2 Comments and Responses *
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F-22 Force Development Evaluation and Weapons School Beddown,  Nellis AFB

Directory of Commentors

Last Name First Name Comment Letter #

Adams Hany 000013/000016

Benezet Louis 000022

Brewster Dennis 000014/000017

Corban Keith 000020

Department of Comprehensive Planning 000005

Detraz Marjorie 000019

Dolby Trevor 000007

Grone Joe 000008

Livreri Patricia 0 0 0 0 2  1

Martiny Richard 000010

Meyers Calvin 000015

Fermenter Robert 000018

Rural Alliance for Military Accountability 000004

Nevada State Clearinghouse 000003

Tortoise Group 000009

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 000002

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 0 0 0 0 0  1

Vanderveen CWl 000023

Weaver Phyllis 000011

Western Shoshone National Council 000006
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22 beddown,  FDE,  and WS sctivitles  may cost more to implement at other Imationa.  This goes to the
essence  of NPPII: providing a range  of options in a comparative form, and selecting the superior one

I

after considering the C O S I S ,  benfirs.  and eovironmezrtal  impacts. We recommend tbarthe FE@  contain an
R-5 ~~~2~~~o~~~~~ly5~  that, at a mlnimmn,  includes  HoRoman  and Edwards  within the  range of

Noise  Impnets and Mltigution

The Table on pages 249 through 2.51  surnom’lze  the noise impacts  anticipated  with  the
proposed action. With respect to noise, some impacts of note for the residential  areas near Nellis  AM3
ale;

I) Approximately 15,OCO  to 2i.oW  acres of land have been exposed to noise  levels  greater  than
65 DNL in the past. With F-22 beddown,  the area will be 23,MH)  acres exposed to more than  65 DNL.

2) Current number  of people exposed IO  65 DNL  or greater is 22.800;  with F-22 beddown  it -_
would be 37,750. an increase of6.046. The  DRIS  states  d ra t  no area would experience an  increase  o f
more than 2 dR.

3)  Currentiy,  there are six noise-sensitive receptors in areas 65 DNL  and above; with theP-22
t h i s  w o u l d  i n c r e a s e  h y  I S  receptors.  t o  a  lotal  of 2 1 .  Thesenoise-sensitive receptors  i n c l u d e  elenrentaty
and high scbwts,  churehes,  and parks.

Clearly, dre  proposed a&on  will have aconsiderable  impact  with  respect to noise-affected
population. In fact, page 4.2-9  states that “approximately 5.600  people could be highIy  annoyed by noise
from the proposed beddown.” This is  a near doubling of exposure in the range of “highly annoyed”
people.

Page 4.2-H states rbar  the Air Force  has “responsibilities for flight activities including the
following: flight safety, noise abatement, and participation in the land-use planning process.” The Air
Force proposes noise Impact  ndtigation  measures for Sumlse  Manor and Nonh Las Vegas, where the
majority of affected populations of people reside. These noise abatement procedures would be 1)  rapid
climb OUI  to 6,ooO  MSL for Sghter  aircraft. 2) 6Odegrce  right nun upon departure, 3) depart to  the north
before 9 am,  and 4) practice approaches after 9 a.m.  on weekends and holidays. These are the same
procedures followed under the current  operations at the base.

The  DEIS states that “these poredurea  would remnln  in effect u&r  the proposed b&down.”
However, there ia no discussion or analysis of improved or addlliceaal  noise abatement techniques that
would possibly mitigate the  increased naise  footprint around NeIlis  APR.  The RRIS  does not indicate
that the increased noise impacts resulting horn the pmposed  action will be reduced or mltigateit  by
current noise  abatement  proeednres..  Rather. it is presumed that the proposed action will reaulr  in greater
noise impacts even with those practices in place. Therefore, an analysis of additional mitigation
measmes  is needed. For example, given tbat  the elevation  of the area around Neilis  AFiI (North Las
Vegas) is approximately 2,ZOO  MSL, and one current noise abatement technique is a rapid climb out to
6,000 MSL. the actual distance from the ahcraft  to the ground would be only about  3,800  feet. Perhaps
climbout to a greater altitude is desirable. More analysis and proposed actions for  improved noise
abatement should be included in the Fiord  HIS.

In addition, the DEIS  does not include population growth projecrions  in discussing potential
noise impacts: The DRIS  states tlral  Clark County  is a fast growing area, and population has grown

R-i
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ararnarically  over the past decade, however, the  comparison betweeu  current affected  areas and affected
was under the proposed action appear to use static poprdation  assumptions. Given  s u c h  g r o w t h ,  t h e
affected population nosy  be substantially understated since the  proposed action will not be completed
until 2008. An analysis of population growth and enemachmeat  around the base, and the impacts of the
proposed action on the populadon.in  2098,  should be included in the Final RIS.  In turn,  this should be

I taken in10  consideration when comparing the costs, benefits, and impacts ass&abed  with each of the
a l t e r n a t i v e s  p r e v i o u s l y  rug8ested.

Rnvironmental JustIce

The DRIS  is clear in its summary that the increased noise impact “footprint” and the increase in
population exposed to noise levels et and above 65 DNL  will have a disproportionate impact  on minority
and low-income connnunities.  This  conclusion  is based on the f&t  that tbe anticipated affected
population (From noise) will have a minority make-up that is 2 percent higher  than the  Region  o f
Comparison llXOC),  and a low-income propotlion  that Is  8 Percent higher than the ROC. A s  t h e  D E I S
states, Executive Order 1’1898 was used to  define areas of “‘disproportionate impact” whore minority or
low-income population propordons  exceeded lhose  of the ROC.  The anticipated impacts from the
proposed action raises a strong Environmentel  lustice  (RI)  concern. Seefion  4.12 discusses the El issues
with respect tonoise  imPacts.  Therenre  two deficiencies in this Section.

First, thedialog  in paragraph five and the information in Table4.12~1  is misleading and unclear
in describing the actual  affected  populations.’ The  proposedprojec~  will  add approaimately  15poO
people to the population that is exposed to 65 DNL  and above. This  is an ovemli  increase of
npproxiroatety  66 percent (baseline is 22,gOO).  The baseline minority population exposed to 65 DNL  and
above is 5,900  people, or 26 percent of the tofal  affected population of 22,800. When dre  anticipated
impacts are  accounted for, the new “affected populntlon”  will he 37,750 People, with 10,050  minorities.
Thus, the  minority component of the total affected population will be approximately 27 percent.
However, it is important to make clear that of the newly affected population under the pmposed  project,
there will be an increase from ~.900  minorities to 10,050  minorities affected an increase of 59 percent. :
The non-minority increase in  affected population will be similar.  nearly 61 percent.

Second, as written, paragraph 5  on page 4.12-l is inaccurate since it states that “-noise levels
sffect  26 percent of minority popuhlionrns  (emphasis  added).” Furthermore,  the next sentence  states that
under the proposed pmjcct, “& is  would inerease  by 1 pucent to27 Percent.” This statement could be
misinterpreted, as the acnJal  Increase (see above)  is actually about  59 Percent. W h a t  i s  c&d  to
describe clearly in this section is the current affected population; it’s ridnority  and non-minority
components, as well as the low-income popuiatlons:  and how the changes iit  the noise impact wiR  a)
increase overall  number of people affected, and b) dlpropoltionately burden minority and tow-income
populations as there would actually be an increase of nearly twiee the number of mhrorlties.  and over
three-times the number of low-income people affe@ed  if rhe proposed bcddown  were to  occur at Nellis.
These are not only huge absolute~lncreases  in affected populations, but also inereases in  the proportions
comprised of minorities and low-income  people.

Aazsrdous  M a t e r i a l s  a n d  S o l i d  W a s t e  Mnoagement

Page 4.5-3 indicates that the increased waste streams for RCRA regulated hazardous waste will
increase by 856  pounds per aircraft per year. Thus, hy 2008  an additional 17 aircraft would generate an
exna  14,552 pounds, or more than 7 tons, ofRCRA  hazardous waste to the Nellis  AFR  waste stream.
The DEIS,  however, states that the increased waste stream will grow by onIy  4,ooO  pounds, representing
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Del&d Comments

F-22 Aircraft Force Development Evaluation and Weapons School
Baddnwo  at Nellk  AFB

ABe.ruatIves  Analyzed in  the D&IS.

The DEIS  analyzes  only two alternatives. One is the No Action alternative. the other is the
prefelred  alternative to base a total of 17 F-22 Raptors  at the Nellis  AFB for Force Development
Evalultiou  and Weapons School  operations.

R-2

The dc&zut  contains two psgar  of descriptions of “Alternatives Considered But Not Carried
PowmY that serve to explain why two other Air Force Bases, Hollomao  in New Mexico  aud  Jklwards  in
California, are not analyzed as reasonable alternatives. These possibilities are dismissed as ‘hot
reasonable” alternatives based on three considerations and nine criteria for the effective  implemenration
ol su F-22 FDB  and WS. The thee “considerations” are characteristics of a facility that would best  lend
itself to the basing of the F-22 FDE  and WS.  They are listed as 1. IntegratcdBatd8~p~co  Environmer~t,
2. Interaction of F-22 FDE Program mid the K’S,  and3.  Mnriwn  Use of Existing  lnfiartrwtre. T h e
nine criteria  spell out specific infrastmcttire  needs that a FDB  and WS  would require,  such as an
ordnance range and targets. Ultimately, Holloman Al% and Edwards  AFB  are ruled out since they fail to
meet  several of the considerations and criteria. According torheiimited  analysis presented in the DEIS.
Hollomaa  APB,  and to a lesser extent Edwards APB.  are discounted from full consideration because of
obstacles that appear to be rclativcly  easy to overcome. Namely.  criteria 7 through 9 for Holloman and
criteria  6 through 9 for Edwards, which have more to do with installing the appropriate elcc!mrdc  and
radar systems,  establishing an ordnance  range, and  similar infrastnicture  requirements lhan with pliysical
space, runway lengths, or capacity resrrictions. Another Possibility, one where the programs of FDE  and
the WS  are split between two bases, is also ruled out.

I
The DEIS does not indicate that the three  considerations and nine evaluation criteria are derived

R-3 frpm specific Air Force regulations or environmental regulations, with  the single exception of DOD
Duccrrve  32.5J.11,  which is cited as an authorby for having FDE  activities,  a~  a base with a Major Range
and Test Pa&y Base. Furthc~ore.  on page 2-2,  under Overall Consideratious,  the DEIS  states that “A
base that requires minimal changes to accommodate these F-22 Programs would offer a more efiXenc
and  effective alternative than a site  tbat needed extensive changes.” It goes on to say that “...miuimiud
changes may also equak  to ierr  poteutia!  for en&mmeutal  imPaM.”

The entire ptqose  of conducting and EIS  under N!ZA.is  IO explore  aressonable  range of
alternatives and compare the relative environmental  and other impacts and costs. The NEPA regulations
at 40  CFR 1X12.14  indicate whai  mnst  be examined as part of the “reasonable alternativea~  analysis.
This  section also staw  &at  each alternative shall be considered io  detail so that “reviewers may evaluate
their  compazatiue  metits..” Thesvete~tin the DEIsthat  “tiknized  changes may also equate  to less
pcteutial  for mvimumcntai  impactc’canuol  be tested since there is no basis for comparison, other  than
No Action. R&er  than presentiug  a compaiative  enviroumenlal  analysis, the DElS  attempts to justify
the proposed action at Nellis.

In the summs~  discussion on Paga Z-10  and 2-f 1 . the DEIS  shows that the obstacles to fuMing

I

the criteria at Holloman and/or Edwards are essentially rime  and money: so&  undetermined amount of

R - 4
time to make tbc needed changes to the bases’ infrastructure., and somewhere between $20 and $45
million to construct ihe necessary upgrades. Oiven the significant noise impacts to a large population of
people in the vicinity of Nellis  AFB, it is  reasonable to explore the options of other  bases even though F-
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R E G I O N  lX
76 t&theme  Street

San Frandsco, CA 84105
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M r .  W i l l i a m  M y e r s
Chief
E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Plauniig  D i v i s i o n
HQ AFCEJ%CA
3207 Nonh Road
B r o o k s  A F B ,  T X  78235.5363

D e a r  M r .  M y e r s ,

R-l T h e  U . S .  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  P r o t e c t i o n  A g e n c y  ( E P A )  h a s  r e v i e w e d  the  U . S .  A i r  Porte’s  D r a f t
Environmental hupact  Statement (DBIS) for&22  AIrcr@ Force  Devclopmsnt  lhhmtion and
Weapons SchoolEeddmvn,  Nellin APB. Comuwts  are.  provided under  the National Environmental
P o l i c y  A c t  (NEPA), S e c t i o n  3 0 9  o f  t h e  C l e a n  A i r  A c t  a n d  t h e  C o u n c i l  o n  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Q u a l i t y ’ s  (CEQ)
N E P A  Implementing  R e g u l a t i o n s  ( 4 0  CFJ+  15OO-lSO8).

Ille  Air Force proposes to base a total of 17 F-22 Rap&  aircraft at the Ncllis  AFB  in three
phases begiuniug  in 2002,  with completiou  in ZOO&  for the purpose of Force  Development Evaluation
@DE) and  Weapons School (WS) activities. The proposed action would also involve building or
externally modifying eight facilities on the base, as well as internally modifying two existing ones.
Additioual  personnel would he added to the Nellis  base population, au additional 4,472 air&  sorties
would be  conducted annually, and ordnance delivery activities (bombing  NII tests) and chaff and  flare
deployment would be  increased within approved airspace.

The DEIS  examines two alternatives. The first is the preferred alternative of deploying  the /7 F-
2 2  a i r c r a f t  and  i m p l e m e n t i n g  t h e  FDEaad W S  a c t i v i t i e s . T h e  s e c o n d  i s  a  N o  A c t i o n  abema&  u n d e r
which the proposed deployment would not take place. The DEIS  refers to the possibility of using other b
Air Force i?uallations  to hare the F-22s.  but does  not fully analyze rhem  as alternatives.

The preferred altem~tive  would have considerable noise impacts to  residential areas near  Nellis
AFB.  Furthermore. these impacts would disproportionately affect minority populations, raising
Euviron$ental  Justice issues. The DEIS  does no t  analyze or describe how these  noise impacts could be
e f f e c t i v e l y  m i t i g a t e d  b e y o n d  curreatpractices.  Incmsed hazasduus  w a s t e  s&eams  would  a l s o  r e s u l t
from the  beddown  and operations of 17 additional airccak  The DEJS presents questionable data about
the total increase in RCRA regulated waste, and thus  au accurate akessment  of the  hnpacts  caunm  be
made.

E P A  i s  r a t i n g  t h e  DEIS  “ % 2 ,  E n v i r o n m e n t a l  C o n c e r n s ,  I n s u f f i c i e n t  Iuformalion”. P l e a s e
refer to the euclosed  Summary of Rating Definitions and Follow-Up Action for further information on
E P A ’ s  r a t i n g  syslem. We ace  extremely concerned that the DEIS  fails to fully analyze a ranga  o f
reasowdble  alternatives pursuant lo 40  CFR  1502.14. Beca)lse  of the limited analysis, the EPA (and the
public) is unable to evaluate the environmental aud  other consequences of the proposal in comparative
foml. Furthermore,  the anticipated environmental impacts associated with the preferred alternative, most

notably noise impacts, raise concerns that require more thorough analysis in the  final document. Please
see the attached comments for a detailed discussion of EPA’s concerns.

P l e a s e  s e n d  t w o  c o p i e s  o f  t h e  F i n a l  Edvimnmental  I m p a c t  S t a t e m e n t  t o  m y  a t t e n t i o n  ( m a i l  c o d e
CMD-2)  a t  the, letterhead  a d d r e s s  a t  t h e  sama  t i m e  t h a t  i t  i s  s e n t  t o  E P A ’ s  W a s h i n g t o n ,  D . C .  o f f i c e  f o r
f i l i n g . P l e a s e c o n i a c t  me  a t  (415) 7 4 4 - 1 5 8 4  o r  P a u l  C a r r o l l  o f  m y  staffat  ( 4 1 5 )  744-1148  i f  y o u  h a v e
questions regarding our comments.

Since.&.

F e d e r a l  A c t i v i t i e s  O f f i c e

A t t a c h m e n t s  ( 2 ) :
E P A  R a t i n g s  S u m m a r y
D e t a i l e d  C o m m e n t s



“less than 3 percew of the bases’ RCRA  waste”. 000001

R-9
I

Obviously, there is eo error  lo  the dctdation of RCRA ~eslc  from thi  propped  &on.
PFSahouldin  I  d  $c u e a

T&
omugh,  accurate  analysir  of the anticipated waste  steams,  how the watt WOUIO

b e  managed. end what the implications for eevimnmcntal impacts  would bt.

Summary 000001

The Air Force DEIS  raises  concerns due lo the lack of B  fufl altemativeg  analysis.
IMed dysi~  provided, impacts  of concern ere increased noise impacts Ihat Within  b

disproponinately  effeti  envi~onmenlal  justice (minority and low-income) populations. and
Inaccurate and incomplete reporting of increased hazardous waste  streams  resulting  from the
proposed project.
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R-11 ( minimum  elevation over the Sheep Range, which is ‘de facto’ wilderness and a public use

United States Department of the Interior . area.  People visiting  the area have an expectation of quiet  and solitude. In addition, it is

R-12 1 one of the major areas  used by desert bighorn sheep. The Service also strongly
FlSH  AND WILDLIFE SERVICE encourages the Air  Force to avoid flying near or around Hayford  and Sheep peaks.

Desett  National Wildlife Rcfugo  Complex
1500 North De@nr  Boulevard Page 4.7-3, paragraph 7:

Las  Vegas, Nevada 89108 The Service is encouraged to see lbat  existing tar@ areas would be used, and that no new
Phone (702) 646-3401 0 0 0 0 0 2 roads, targets, or other facilities wouldbe  built. Although the Air Porcemlght  acquire

Fax (70.2)  6463812 primary jurisdiction of the target impact areas, Ihe Service would still maintain secondary
jurisdiction with a corresponding interesl  in any future grouud  disturbing activities.

June 28,1999 Thank you for this  opportunity to comment on the subject document. If you have questions, I can
be reached at 702646-3401.

Mr. William A. Myers
Chief, Environmental Planuing  Division Since
HQ AFCEE’ECA
3207 Notth Road
Brooks Air Force Base.Texas  78235-5363

YR

r

Dear Mr. Myers:
Ric ard M. Birgor
Project Leador

Subject: Draft Environmental Rnpact  Statemont for F-22 Aircraft Force
Development Evaluation and Weapons Beddown,  Neilis  Air Force  Base,
Nevada

R -  1 The following comments on the subj%t  document are  provided on behalf of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (Service),  Desert National Wildlife Range. As stated,in  the document, the
Nellis  Range Complex overlays a portion of this  National Wildlife Refuge, and any Air Force
operations have the potential to impact refuge opemtiona,  man~gontent  and wlldllfe.

Pago 3.2-29, paragraph 3, lie  3:

R-10 1 Deserr  National Wildlife Range is managed as part of the National Wildlife &
System, not the National Wildltfo  ‘Range’ System.

Page 3.2-30,  paragraph 2, iii 7:
The Service is concerned about the statement, “Aircraft operations  are generally restricted
to a minimum of 2,000 feet above ground level, except for special  traloing  missions.” It
is the Sorvico’s position that aircraft operations should be restricted to flying above 2,000
feet, period, and not just ‘generally’. Wii the use of P22s  require  an incresae  in the
number of special training missions7 Will tbo  use of F-22s require a change in training

R-11 routes? will  the use of P22s  require  a change in lngmss  to and egress tiom  the target
s i t e s ? The Air Force must consult, at least biannually, with the Service on special
training  mission needs, parrlcuhuly  as they affect the eastern  p&on of Desert Natlonal
Wildlife Range.’ The Air Force is strongly encouraged to mahnain  the 2,@X-foot
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DEPANTMNNT  dF  MYINl8l’NA’l’ION
W9EHumer%tteet,Rwm200
c-Cnq,Bd  89701-6298

Fax (776) 6e4-0!460
1775)  684M’M

July 26,1999

Mr.  Wi A. Myers, Chief
Envirmmental  Planning  Dbision
HQ AFCWA

i 3207NorthlIoad
Brooks APB, TX 78235J363

B e :  SATNV#E199-15j

Project DES  far P-22 Airnaft  Posse  Devdopment  Evaluation B Weapons Schoo/??&  APB

Dear Mr. Myers:

R-l hdoeed sre  the commenta  firm  the Nevada Health Division  concemib~  the above
refesenced  report. Thcaa  wmmenls  wnstitute  the Slate Clearinghwse  review  of this  propod  88
per Executive Order 12372. Pleaw  address these comments  or conccntll  in your final d&ion.  If
you  have guestiana,  please  coatact  me at 690209.

&b- IioadlerKEmt
Nevada State ClepriaghouxelSPOC

Enelosnres

NEWADASTATECLEARINGHOUSE
Depatiinmtnl  d  Administration
Eudnst vld  Plannine IbisIon 000003

DATE:  Juno  21,158#

20BE&LswrNra~RopmlDO
Canon city,  Nsvada  667014299

(?16)6664lZt6
fax (77s)  6644260

NavsdasAl#  EiO$O-167
Prolti OEIS for F-z8  Ahaft  Force Ostipmont  Evatuattw  L W~spw  School, Nellis AFB

NOTE: The Air Force indlcales  they  8entthla  directly to:
NWW,  SHPO,  #DOT  (air),  PARKS, NNHP, NUC, NDEP & NDOM 1



Rurai Alliance far Mt$tary  Accountability
P.O. Box 6tX!4  Rem,  NV  89506
Phone/Fa% (775)67%7OtIl
E.mall: rnmsbcutdkcorn
Web& http/  / wwwrama-ushorg
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July  %I999

Mr. William  A. Myers
chief,EnviromnentalFhumingDivislon .’
HQAPCEE/ECA
3207 North Road
Brooks lm,  TX 782354363

R- J Regarding:  Dr$f  Erruironmenfal  frrrpuct  St&nrenf  (DEIS):  F-22 Aircrn~  Ferce  DeveJopmeni
Evaluation and  Wcupons School Eeddmun; Neltis  AFR

The followiug  are commenta  of the Rural Alliance for  Military  Aaoumability (RAMA)
regarding the pmpased  P-22 Aircraft  Force Developnqt  Evakion and Weapons
School Bcddown,  NeRk  APB.

RAMA’s  comments will  focus on thenoisedatapresentedintheDBfS  snd
Environmental  Justice issues  since the proposed action will nearly  double the minority
population impacted and increase  the number of low income population Impacted by
c651r%idenfstim2~to7,045.

Titkr3-  The president Executive Order12898  ojkruary  l&1994  EedcnrJ Actimre  To
Address Environmcnfel  Justice in MfrwrifP  populafiens  mrd Lout-incerse  PopuLficrrs  requires

that: “.  . . each Federal agency shall  make achtevhrg  envkonmentai justice part of i$
miesion  by identify& and address@  as appropriate, disproportionately high and
adverse human health or envhonmental  effects of its progcams,  p&k,  and activities
on minority  populations and  low-income populatiorw  in the United  States...”

R-14) Whileitisevldentthethe~ForcehailworlredwiththeClarltCountytoimplemenl
zoning orciioances  around N&s  Air Force  Base it is unclear  whether the Air Force or

1
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Clark County made any concerted effort to include the impacted minority and low
R- 14 income  community in any meaningfulmsnner during the noted zoning  changes or

preparation of the DEJS.

The DEIS  while noting that there will be and is a dieproportionate!q  high impact to
R- 15 mhmrity  and low income residents failed to provide  information on the race, nationsJ

origin, income level, and other information necessary to address impacts and
appropriate community interactiona.  Par  instance, what percentage of the populatiolie
is black or Hispanic? Has  the Air Force  presented notification of the  preparation of this

I

document, inchming nothkation of public hearings, in  a multi-lingual manner to insure
R- 16 public participation in the decisionmaking process,  espe&By  to the Spanish speaking

community?  Is  a Spanish version on the DEfS  available?

The DE8 found on page 4.1’2-5 that  no American Indian Reservations underlie ahxpaca
affected by the Proposed Action  While this may be true the DIES  failed to address and

R- J 7
I

recognize the traditional  Indian lands which includes the entire Nellis  Complex. bnpacfs
on these traditional lands must be addressed in the PEIS.

R-18

Noise  data presented in the DEJS  Is  confusing and needs &ifUion. For  &ample on
page 3.2-5 the DEIS  states the baseline  operations total 68,OlX anuuaPy,  which is at the
low end of the range. One  must assume that the contour maps found on pages 3.2-6
and 35.7 refkc$  this  baeelina  number of 68,OOE  operations. Yet, on page 3.2 the tells  us
that historical data presents a much d&rent  scenario 200,000 (low)  and 300~000 (ljgh)
sort&operation scenario. Even at the low end of200,GOO  operations this  reprwents
nearly a tripling of the number of operation9 pcrhayed  in the contour maps.RAh4.4
t&eves  a worst case scenario  of operations must be calculated.

On page 3.2-l the DIGS  states, * However, the effects on noise over a period of time
depend on the total  noise exposute  over extended periods so cumtdattve  noise metrics

R-19 1 ;;by”’
“, The DEIS  presents no data for  peak noise events or multiple aircraft

.

R-20
what  plans does the Air Force have to sound proof the sensitive noise receptors
facilities described on page 32-197  RAU requests soundproofing of these facilBies as
mitigation.

2
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R-2 1 1  The DEJS  failed to addmes  noise  impacts as&a&d  withall MT&  in the Nellis  Complex.

The moat blatant  oversight in the  DEfB  ia thatsoedfie.
R-22 wannot  Forexample in Table 3.2-9. The DEfS  seems to be a rehash of

thq  LEfS for  the withdrawal renewal

R - 2 3  1The DEIE  fsib to provide cumulative noise analysis inch&g sh  foreign military airaaft
noise  impacts. &peciaUy  during Red w,and  Green Flag operatfons.

Solid noise research has been available for years and has been made known
~-24

I
to the Air  Fame. Yet, the DAIS  fails  to recognize the results  af noise msenmhwhkhhes
found that noise from ahcmft  operations lowers property vahree.  The Air Force

R-25 1 performed no cost benefit aiuuysis  of fts  choke of options or of any’attematives.  ‘rhis
section of this  report ala0  provides an indication of the costs to those affected by  the
base  operations, MlEe  and MOAs.

The Air  Force chose to disregard a large body of evidence-of which it was folly aware
R 26 at the time this DEffi  was written-that showed its  noise analysis  was faulty. The

literature of noise/annoyance modeling overwhelmingly  states that theE&hz  curve
utillzedin~D~significantlyundgestlmateseommunlty~~annayance.

In  a 1990 paper apedftcally  cited  by Brooks AFB noise researchers in 1996, Ronald
deJong,  one of the most respected  European n&e  researchers  described this
requirement in  the following way;

The  population is rarely exposed to one single  noise source. Within the last
tin years, wed researchetn  have dealt  with the problem  of noise annoyance
arlshg from  muhipte  sources. Several models  have been proposed, however
most of these  had to be rejected...because  of the  implication that the annoyance
from the combination of two sources may be Less  than the  annoyance from  the
most  annoybtg  type, when  heard alone...ln~cally,  a total noise sihmtion  can
uever be lees ennqing  than the most annoying component, no mutter what the
verbal reports may be.

3
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The models onwhich this DEISis  based-the Schukz model, and the FidelI  and Finegold
revieione  of this model-all commit the fatal error of predkting that the annoyance to a
mixture of alraah  and transportation  noise  is less than the annoyance from the ahzrsft
M&e  alone.

The 1978 Schultz  study, a 1991 update of the ‘klndtz study by Fidel  et al., and a 1994
study by f&gold et al cited DEffi  as the evidence that  Air Force noise modeling is both
adequate and accurate. In addition, over the last,&  years, whenever it has been
crittcized  for not hicb+g  valid noise studies in its  EISs,  the Air Force has claimed it
used the ‘beat  available technology” inits models. Theee  etat~ents  are not true and
they have not been true  since  at least 1989. In fact, the Air Force itself  published the
following statement in  19%

Federal and state agendes which control the areas lsrgely  utilized by the outdoor
recreationist  haverecently made the attempt to exert greater control over the
ahspace  above the resourqes  for which they are responsible,  inchuiing that utihzed
by military aircraft. Today, no quantitative dosage-response relation&p has been
developed for pmdicting  annoyance in these &umsbmcea,  and information on
which sucha relatIonship  c&d be based is inshort  supply.

The DEIS  conveniently chose to  provide noise analysis which is faulty. For example the
reportAirForeeTechnicalReportHSD-~~~dealtwitt;apersistent~b~with

the data in the 1978 Schultr  model and the 1991 Fidel&  Barber and khultz  m&E
pea@  in different mmmunitiea exhibited different levels of annoyance to the same
decibel levele  of BouRd  and people in  the aame  txnnmunity  exhibited different levels  of
nonoyance  to sounds from different sourcee  with the same dedbet ratings. Thus,  one
could never be sure  that the &oyance forecast by either the 1978 and 1941 models
would actually be exhibited by any given population.

R-30 1 The DEIS  &led to address  noise impa+  dXemnces between residential and outdoor
reaeationd  expimres.

The Delis  noise/annoyance model must reflect the real world. To do this, the model

‘ 4
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must take into account all known facts and It must generate predictions that can be
verified by any unprejudiced and neutral  observer. Further,  the  adequacy of such a
model must be confimqi  by determining how well  it fits the worid  it examines and
how well it can predict aiterations in this world,

‘&Air  Force noise/annoyance model has  done rem&ably  bad in alI these  areas. The
DEIS  presents all noise impacts based on models. As a mitigation RAMA  believes the
Au Force should place state-of-the-art noise monitors throughout the impacted
minority and low income communities to determine the actual noise impacts. Noise
analysii  must be conducted under worst case scenario. Not on a Sunday when there
are few overflights..

In sum, by 1989 the Air Force knew, based  onits  own contract’s report, that aircraft
noise was mom  annoying to a community than other kinds  of noise  and, as a rest&,
that a model based on a combination of &craft  and automobile noise would
miscalculate comnmnity  annoyance. The Air Force also knew that  a modeling
technique  extsted  that would allow it to more accurately predict this noise in  an urban
e.etting. It also knew that it should be correcting its urban annoyance  calculations by at

R-32
I

least 5 dB.Instead  of tncortxu-attng  these findtngs  in the Dl%, the Air  Force  disregarded
this information and continued to base aircraft  noise on the Schults  curve.

R-33
I

The DEtS  aho failed  to re@gnim addttional  findtngs  by the referenced Air  Force
researchers, Lawrence Pinegold, C. Stanley Harris; and Henning E. von Gierke, T h e s e
Air  Force researchers&o  found that air&t  noise was more  annoy@ thanotber
hinds of transportation noise. Their report, published in 1994, and cited as one of the
central models in the DEB,  includes a section labeled ‘4. Ahwaft  Noise Veraus  Other
Transportation Noise Sources’ that contains  the following  statements:

000004

noise exposure levels from vmiuus  sound sources is that there are, typicatly,  large
differences in sound exposure for living and sleeping areas  in  a home ti-om  atrcrsft
overflight noise compared with the sound exposure from road II&C noise. Noise
from an aircraft overflight vhtually surrounds a home, entering the Ii&g and
sleeping  areas through the roof and two or more sides of the  dwelling, while
street trafficnoise  enters predominantly through only one or two  sides of the
dwelling. This difference  in sound exposure within a home is, typically, not
accounted for, or discussed, in  social surveys when researchers estimate the noise
exposure of subjects.

Thank  you for the  0pgMunity to comment. Please feel free to call in you any furtber
p?StiOIU.

Grace Potorti

Ante &hulk  published his  exposure-response relation&p in 1978, controversy
has  continued over whether alt  types of transportation noise should be combbwd
under the rubric  of “general tran$ortationnoise.” Many meearchers  see evidence
that ahcraft  noise  is rated as being more annoying than other types of
transportationnotse,  such as  railroad and highway noise.

. ..One  reason why it.is  dffficult  to compare pubhshed  data on humsnresponsesto I
5 6



coMMEr?Ts  OF THE
WESTERN  SHOSHONENATIONAL  COUNCIL

ON THE
THE F-22 FORCE  DEVBLOPMl?NT  EVALUATION

A N D
WEAFONS  SCHOOL BEDROWN

NEILIS  AFE DEIS

Monday,  August 2,1999

Department of Comprehensive Planning

500.5  Grand  GentdPky  - t&e Ml2  * POBax551741  * LaaVegasNV  8816~1741
(702)455-4181 - Fax (702)386$94O

0 0 0 0 0 6

Mr. Don Kellogg 0 0 0 0 0 5
F-22 Aircraft Beddown  EIS
HQ APCBWECP
3207 Noah  Road
Brooks AFB,  TX 78235.5363

Dear Mr. Kellogg:

R-1 ThankyoufortheopportuoitytorcviewtheDratIEIS:~
pand We appreciate  aad  support the need to
malntaln  combat supc&ity  and  value Nellis  APB as an integral part of our commuuity.

As stated repeatedly iu the document, the proposed additional airfield operations  would change
the shape and extent oftbe  area  affticd by aircraft noise  amuadNellis  AFB.  Further,  these
changes are anticipated to be relatively  negligibie  either in terms of the arca  a&ted  or in the
magnitude of the change. However, should this  proposal be cauicd  out we would want to make
sure iha!  we have the information  necessary to evaluate  whethex  the County’s adopted policies

~-34 andregulatioosmayneed(oberevisedtoassurelhalourlandusedecisionsarcbasedont
most wu-ate  hfornwionaveil&le.  SpeciScaUy,  we would appreciate having a map, slang with
an electronic file of tbc associated data, of the pmjectcd  noise (DNL)  levels. lids would allow us
to compare the projected noise  levels against our adopted noise zofics.

Enolosed  for your reference is a copy ofthe  recently updatkd Sumise  Manor Land Use ffuide.
This latest  update ktiher  strengthens land use contmle  smrounding  N&s AFB  to assure
development is compatible within the base’s region of intluence. ,

Western  Sboshone  Nstional  Council
P.O.  Box 210

hidian  Spr@s,  NV 89018-0210
Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me at (702) 455-4181, NBWE  soooEL4

Enclosures

JS/JW/DK:kkb
Ll89
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AUTEIORt’fY . WESTEItN  SHOSHONEUNITBD  STATES RELATIONS

R- 1 The Western Shoshone Nation has governed under laws  ofthe  Creator  histo~cally  handed  down The Western ShoshoneNation  possesses an express reservation ofpower  in tkedom  of action.
oraty  from one generation to the next since  time itmneanorial.  The tontempraty  black snd white The exercise ofthem  powers exists in the National Council of the Western Sboshone  Nation. The
print, 9s in its vatiour  cooventiorts,  resohrtions,  treaties, procedures,  judicial  decisions, and &art@ only rights surrendered by the Western Shoshone Nation to the United  States come by the Treaty
~nr&ute a&Jitionat authorities, One of the timdsmemsl  laws of the Western Shoahone  Nation  is of Ruby V&y  II could  have come through the Treaty of Ruby  Valley  that the United States may
the sovereignty snd supremacy of the National Council  assembled.  NO court  of law  cold ever claim a right.
strike down  a National council  set  as being unlawtul.  The National Council is deemed to he the
best tnterpreter  of the Western Shoshone lew. The United States through  a format procms  of treety  negotiions and enactment has  hnpliedly

I

gave up wxtaio  dghts  to the We&m  Shoshone Nation. Provision for economk  and social activity
ThcWestemSboshontNafionwonformairtcognirionbytheUoitedStatesthrougbthe R-35 under the Treaty of Ruby Vattey  are duly reooguixed  ns b&g reserved rights to be regulated by
negotiiion  turd  signing of a treaty of ‘mace  mrd&&rI@’  seeumd  for the beneSt  of the the Western Shoshone Nation and sre  the basis  for the implied consent  of the United States to be
Western &shone Nation snd the United States. The Treaty of Ruby Vaky’  granted  speeitk bound by those regulatioos  subject to thejusticeble  processes ofthe  Nattonal  Counoit.
righta  to theUnited  States. AUothari~~,power,t~eedioterescwithintheexterior
bounds&s  oftbe  Western Shot&one Territory are resu-ved  by the Western Shoshone Nation  for ENVRONMENTAL  JUSTICE
the use and be&it of sll Western Shot&one citizens. The treaty is io tidl force  snd et&t.’

The F-22 Force Development Bvsluatlon  and Weapons School Beddown,  Nebis  AFB DEB  fails
Thela~~s~rtbcl~~te~hoti~oftheNationalcounciliarewgniredbyU~t~ to comply  with Executive Order 12898. No*bse  is the only response resource considered by the
States l&and  international lsws  as fo8ows: DEIS.  A thorough and  indepth  investigation of the siting process is essential to ensure

compliance of the President’s nondkrimtnation  diie ifthat  directive  is to have sny rest
“The utmost goldfath Ml ahqm be observed fowmd  the It&q: their  fat& R-36 meaning. Racial  disc&k&on in the stttt  of federal facitiies  and  programs stte  setection  process
amlpropetty  shall  never be taken fronr  km wIthout  iheir  consenr;  andin their cannot be uncovered with only  a facial review. fkimtnation is rsrely  edmitted  snd is o&en
properrytighLFrmdliberlythey~hallNever~ior~r~~~e rationaked  under some other guise mahing  it difficult to ferret  out. A more thorough
Nor&wed  Twritorird  Ordmance  of 1787, investigation must  be conducted  to &ennine whether discrimination playes  a role in the site

seleotion  proeeso  for tire F-22. Tbe National  Council believes dkcrtnkattoo  does ptay  a
‘~isConrf~‘~~mdknvs~ojrhpUSwkichshallbs~in~~tea~ sig&ant  role.
mdall~~iesmade,orwhich~Lniarde,~ruEe~~~gftheUSshall
be the mprerne  low offhe  kd  mf  fhejatdgm  in ewy s@e  shall  be bound DISCRIMINATION
lhereby,  a&zing in the Cons&don  or hnvs ofw  SW IO fhe conbay
notwitMa&ng “US Cmstitioa, Article  VI,  paragraph II. The United States Ah Force diswimbrates  by not reeogn%g  ihe  differences  between the Western j

ShosboneNatioa  end theUnhe.l  States. The Western SboshoneNation,  because ofits  lifestyle,
“Spedal  care  shall  be takdagalt~ “Ihose  Watt (agaht t/u hdim) whbh culture and religions di&ences, are  impacted  diierently  by technology development end
the UniredStotes  h solen@ obliged  themeelves  to resrram.”  Tresty  of deployment thsnthegeneral  non-Shoshone population. Wben these  diftkences  sre  rmgtected  the
Oundeloupe  Hidsigo  1848,9  Statute 922. hazards  of mati  development and tes!ing  will  not be assessed accurateiy,  envkonmentsl  protection

standards  wtlt  not be adquete for tribsl  protection  end rem& technologies may not be
“...Pro&ng  lhaf  nothing  in this&  wnfainedehall  be conetrue  to @air the appropriate or prntectiie of Western  Shoshone interests. The Western Shoshone Nation has had a
rights or proper@  nowpet/ainiog  to tie  Mane  in said  renffoty,  eo  long as such serious  problem with authropologists  who have come into Western Shoahooe  Territory viewing
tights  shalt  remain  unexlingu~ti  by ftWy  behveen lhe ub’  and fhe h&n%  ‘Act Western Shoshone citizens as cultural resonroe  study subjects. They have come into our
of Cougte-ss Organking  the Territory ofNevada  1861 eommtmhies  and maidned power by not fully explaining their purpose or the projects in which

they are  involved. They have extra&d  ooufidentiai  imiumstion  then gone away to evaluate it with
tbetr  own v&e system and skewed the published  &uSng  to meet the objectives of the contmcttng

’ 111  slot.  699 . agency. The result  is non-recognition of the Western Shoshone Nation, its Nationat  Couacit  and
the ~egitimnte rights  of Western Shoshone  citixens  ceusing  con&ton  and a morally impoverished

’ Fiadh@  dPad  M)  ‘Bogowmmnthmodaitrpdlhe  1863 lb@ oflfuby Vakyb/njW/j%m end scientific research  product. A better approach woutd  have integrated tbe individual pieces with  en
egooL”us  “.Lbn,  seplanlbw  15‘1986.
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eye to under818ndiig the overatl  impam  to Western Sboshone qusiity of fife rsther  thau trying to
understand the sum of weapon or weapoas  system impact by lwhbtg  at  one dimeesiott,  euhurai,

Acundiig  the F-22 Force Development Evaluation  snd Weapons Sebool  Beddown,  Nehis  APB
DEIS, the lidI scope of Western Shopbone society, rehgioq  fmdmr,  custom,  irrwsa  tmditioq

economy, qmlity  of i& and othm life  ways can 0nIy  exist when 8tudi&vhhin  the context of
cdtural  reaonm  studies. ‘Iha lieaty  ofRuby  Vaiiey  is diegarded as law and the Western
Shoshone Nation as a law&i  nabon  are wrested  with deliberate b&hrenee,  replaced  by United
States federally  cbartmed  Gorporetions  me&d  by the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 whicbbr
turn pteces  these coqnqtions  under  tbe authority of the United  States Seoremry  of the Interior.
Antbody  under the Indian  Reorgmdsation  Am is limited  to lhe exterior boundary of n thderaily
recognized  Indiao  t&e  mated under  the AC!.  The Indim  Reorganization Act  is tire basis  of
United States reoognition  of Indians a8  tribal  mtthies, not the ached  existence of the tribe or
nation  as it nctoatty  exists,  as seif&termbted  people based cm the needs  and methods  they
demnnine  Rx their seK8ugkiency.  ‘Ihe  bnpmtance  of federal reeoguition  snd the implii aon*

R-37
recogdion by the United  States ofthe  Western Simsbone Nation is that  UnIted  States laws
provide tdo tittte  protection ofwestern  Shoshone peopIe  etdting  out a fate of&on  for the
Western Shosbone Nation.

Further, the creation of a voiathe  complex ofIb&tutIons  for the support of United States  A&
Force mission discrimbmte8  upon an ahesdy  vuinemble  Westem  Shoshmte  population. The
proposed beddown  of the F-22 fighter on the N&s Range Com&  tXlow8  tbe pattm  of
locuting  hazardous fadities  and weapons  cystans  in the basrt  of Westem  Sbosiuma Territory.
Previous secret weapons development bmhuimg nuckr  devices, U2 spy plaaas,  stealth  fighter
maft  and tie  propo8edMX  missile weapons systems have bad dev88mting Impacts  upon the
Western SimsbmteXstion.  AU have been  meI vkb  protest and organized opposition by the
Western Shoshonegovcrnmenl.  ‘Ibe cootioued  desigoation  of Western Sboshone Territory for the
location of F-22 Force Development Evaluation  and Weapons School  Beddown  is lo subject  the
Western Sboshone people  to disctimination  bemuse of Ii& race and inabhby lo eBk&ely
enforce laws designed fix  their  protection.

The Western Sboshone Nation hsr b&bed an ongoing legaoy of victIrnI&on  by the United
States.  ‘Ibe  National  CmmciI  of tbe Western Sbosbone Nation has held long debates and judged
that United Stmes  is in  vIoIstIort  of the Treaty of Ruby Valley.  More recent deliberation has
focuseduponactsofgenooideeommittedby~U~~~~~Fm~~tbe~~o~
“...idwd~&hgslgn@cat~t  adtural  resourceqotentially  a&ted  by  [Air  Force]  action,
dekrminhg  !.he  effect  f&u  action. md lmplemetdhtg  nwwes  to awid,  reduce, or  otherwise
rnirigam  those  e#ec#s. ’ The systematic procoaaused  In the study and pr&usIy  developed
through a adturel  repoure.e study by the United States  Depaitment  of Energy cobted  the study

‘F-22 Form Evatnatton  snrt  Weapw  L&t  &d&we,  Nellis  At%,  4.&l

000006

protocol “cultu~u~  tr&age.  ‘*  The process  was  created by Dr. Richard Stoffle,  who was
subsequently contracted by the United States Ah  Force to conduct  a similar  cultural  resource
program on the Nelli.  Range Complex.

The cuiturat  resourm  study method used st  the Nevada Test Site to obtaininfotmation  about
Western Shoshane  ouitural  rmourcee  is snbstantiatty  the  same for the F-22 Force Development
Evaluation and Weapons School  Baddown,  Neiiis  AFi3. By utiig the Consolidated Group of
Tribes and Org8nizations  the United States Air Force  seeks  to circumnavigate a hue  appiicstion
of Western Shoshone eustmn  in order to meet wmpiiamx  of National  Historio  Preservation Act,
the ArcheoIogIcai  Resource  Protection Act,  the Native American Graves Protection and
Repatriation Act; and tbe American Indian Religious  Freedom Act.

TheNational  Council 8s the voice ofhumanity,  stamp  these a&, and the ideas whkh  engendered
them,  as barbarous and  okninai.  Tbe acts violate Western Shosbone custom, International  Law
under ibe  United Nations Convention on Prevention and PunIsbment  of the Crbne  of Genocide,’
and  United States Law  under the United State.8 Genocide Irnpiementation  An.6

FRAUD

With the foregoing s&tent  of authorities atut  jurisdiotion  of the National Council  b oau only be
assumed that absent a c&t  of right  or authority  by ‘tie United  States made  pursuant to the Treaty
of Ruby Valley,  that  a significent  IUegitiiate  benelit  is acorued  to the United Stares Ah Force by
the use of tbe Nellis  Range Cornpies.  An tientionai  deception by imdividusis, partners, or other
entity  which seeks  to tmiawt%Iy  deprive the Western  Sbosbone  Nation of something of value and
to secure  fnr the United States Air Force  a benet%, privilege, aUowanee,  or consideration for
which  there  is no entitIement  constitutes Bsud.

RESOLUTION

The Western Shosbone Nation faces  many lawsuits and legsI  proceedbtgs  (civil  litigation), which

ehsknge Its  adions  and poiicies. The pressure of these many cases  places  an Inter-generationai
burden upon the Western Shoshone people which binders the s&determination and politicai
freedom  of the Wes&n  SbashoneNation.  TbeNatianaI  Council must defend its citizens interests
by winning these cases or setthng  our differ- through negotiations. The method of
negotiations is pref+rmd  and has  been offemd  since  19%4  by the National Council  It is the failure
of the United  States  which ha0 led to the failure  of this  course and focused its attention b&ad on
protracted litigation.
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CONCLUSION

The We&m  Sboshwa  gOVH#lmtId  understands that  matters based uprm tbe United States
Cmitutioq  Watern  Shoshone National  Custom, and treaties  are  political issues upon which
military officers must remain  neutral, rm&kss,  the U&a States Air Force must take  due
notice of the fata and Aidtv  in the relationship batwePn the United States and the We&m
SboshoaeNadon  to put into operation superior p6wer  to protect  the health,  rig& libezdea,
freedoms.  and mvironmeot  of the Weatem  S&hone  people from ankreasingly  aggressive
Amekanbureawmcy.  Tbe United Stata  Air Form  has an obligation buklent  to military servi~
duty when  within  Western Shoshoo+  Tenitwy  Ear  tbe,bettennmt  of We&an  Sho&one  quality  of
life in the c4mduet of militmy  operations other than war.

.’

lngdon A. Kellogg
HQ AFCEUECP
3207 North Road 0 0 0 0 0 7
Brooks AFB TX 782355363
210 536 4183

Ril I Ihink that basing the F-22 at Nellis is a good Idea.

Several years ago citizens up in northern and central Nevada

‘i
(Fallon Naval Air Training base) were claiming  that military jets
overhead were making their cows neurotic. I don’t have the
information that they or you have on effects on the environment,
but I don’t need it to offer my opinion that I have no objections.

I live in Amargosa Valley. Wi have A-10 train overhead with
some regularity (low level flight) and we see & hear tankers (C-
140s I think) circle thousands of feet over head less frequently.
When we drive to Vegas to get groceries etc. we drive through he
Indian springs AFB and bombing range 445 (nearby) and see all
manor of Air Force aircraft In the air. So I know what I am inviting
when I encourage you to bend us the F-22 squadron.

P. S. the one air show I attended at Nellis was great, lets do that
agaln I

Trevor B. Dolby
Box  478-C  Route 68
Amargosa valley, NV 88020
775 372 1214
E-Mail  ; tbdolby@juno.com
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R- 1 This may not be the appropriate address for wnm~nts,  but, just In case it is the
correct  address, we want ycg  to know that tbia  is OIIB  fan@ that wants the Air
Force to estabbh  F-22 aircraft et N&s.

When we hearthose Jets -when we see those jels - it makes us feel not only
proud, but confident  that our Air Force Is not only present, hut that it’s training
pilots, and housing jets, for our security through AIR POWER.. .

BRING ON THOSE .lETSI!!1Mt!l!II

Ms. Betty L.  Burge
5 157  Ponciko  Cite
LasVgls$?W 89119
Tel. and FAX (702)  739-8043
emit:  Ionoisenrou~worldn~~

M2 William  Myers
Environmental Planning  Division
HQ@C!WECP
3207 North  Road
Brooks  AFl3,  TX 782354363

R-39

Dear Sir;

Please remove our name from the your mailing list. Thank  you.

Yours truly,

Benyi.  Burge,  ChairmaD

000009

June 17, t999
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27 June, 1999

Mt. Langdon  A. Kellogg
HQ AFCWECP
3 2 0 7  N o r t h  R o a d
Brooks  AFB , TX. 78235-5363

Dear Sir, 000011
R-l As a former Air Force man (circa 1950’s) I W~COIW  the news  of future

stationing of F-22’s at Nellis. It is a beatiful aircraft and one
that our nation needs. The wide-open area of Nevada will suffice the
requirements of such an advanced plane.

?$J&;t;

5455 Ario Road
Las Vegas, NV. 89122

a$qo  ti..  h--dbddd~

REPRESENTING: self () Organization & Other ()



.
000011

COMME~~TS:

No comment exists for 000012;
the sequence of comments starts
again at 000013.

&t-Q.  c~~A%r  ai\% 22 +&&.&CL\ +a.&, 0%

4 Prf%- 0l.J-L
000013‘A +a F-aa AeXAcun  A- uwn-

be k \, .k '\\ h *+. \p
I

h, tixe.  5,c+ C-L , Qs \ana CCT\
c k0~cl4  \ 9n 7. v MB-P’? acr  h PWcY>lC  I nn

hbk-3Lk iockr‘ -7 A.fmk  h\\  -hit-( . fiVrt~- - ‘OWLS

0W.C  - m ir'FA *i ,.yi\\ h9
I

5-s  hm-c \b ! REPRESENTING: Self a Organization (Other (-)

if you would like to receive a copy of the F-22 Beddown

If you would like to comment, please use in&f?  ,ql
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F-22 BBDDOHN  AT NBLLIS  AIR FORCE BASE

ENVIRONNRRTAL  IMPACT STATENENT

PUBLIC HEARING NSBTING

Held at the Sunrise Library
5400 Harris Avenue
,Las  Vegae, Nevada

On Tuesday, July 13, 1999
At 7:OO p.m.

Presiding: Colonel Michael B. hshane,
H e a r i n g  O f f i c e r

Reported by: Robert D. Stanley, RPR
CCR No. 330

P R O C E E D I N G S

3 HEARING OFFICER: Good evening, ladies and

4 gentlemen, it’s about time we get started. If we

5 have anybody else out in the hallway, send them on

6 in.

I I’m  Colonel Mike McShane, and I’ll be the

8 presiding officer, or hearing officer, for this

9 public hearing this evening. This public hearing is

10 the first in a series of three hearings on the Air

1 1 Force proposal to locate F-22 aircraft at Nellis  Air

12 Force Base.

13 This public hearing this evening serves to

1 4 fulfill the  requirements under the National

1 5 Environmental Policy Act, and we may refer to that as.

1 6 NEPA during the course of the evening, and its

11 implementing regulations. To be clearer, our sole

18 reason for being here tonight is to receive the

1 9 public~s  comments, that is, your comments on the

2 0 draft environmental impact statement, which is

2 1 cannaonly referred to as a draft EIS, ‘or  just as the

2 2 DEIS.
\

23 Before moving forward with an overview

2 4 briefing, I would like to explain my role in this

2 5 proceeding this evening to help you better understand
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this process. I am an Air Force officer, obviously,

but I ati  also aa attorney currently assiqned  at

Boiling  Air Force Base in the Disrrict.of Columbia.

As the chief trial judge of the United States Air

Force, my usual dur.ies  involve supervising 20 Air

Force military judges, and also involve presiding ’

over Air Force cz’iminal trials, or courts-martial,

OCCurring  at Air l.%tce  bases anywhere in the world.

I am not assigned to, and have no connection with,

either Nellis Air Force Base, or aiy  combat command,
the proponents of the draft BIS  we will be
considering tonight. Also, I have had no involvement
in the development of this draft EIS, and ar\\ nor here

to serve as a legal advisor to the Air Force or the

proponents of this proposal. I tell you this so  thht

you will understaad  that my role as hearing officer

is simply to ensure that we have a fair, orderly, and

impartial hearing, and that all who desire to be

heard have an opportunity  to speak. In sum, I serve

as an impartial moderator of this hearing.

The hearing will be conducted in three

parts, First, Major Torba will make  a pre6antatfOn
on the proposed action. Next, Mr. Jim Campe will

provide an overview of the National Environmental

Policy Act, as well as a summary  of the potential

1
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enVironmenta  impacts of the proposal. The third

part of this hearing, after we take a break, will be

your opportunity to provide, fox the record, comments

on the draft EIS. We do it this way, briefings first

and then comments, so you may he better informed as

you offer your remarks. The 45 day public comment
period for this proposal began June I&h, 1999 and

runs  through August 2nd, 1999, based on inputs the
Air Force receives during this period, either in

writing, or froUI  the’ptilic  hearings such as
tonight’s, additional aalyses  will be conducted,
evaluated and/or performed, and changes will be made

to the draft EIS, where appropriate. In fact, the
draft EIS ha6 already been shaped by public commenta

submitted during the scoping prcceaa.

Throughout this hearing, I ask you to keep
in mind that this public hearing is not  designed to

be a debate, nor is it a popularity vote on the draft

EIS, nor is it prima&y  designed as a .

question-and-answer session, although clarifying

questions asked as part of your comment time may be

appropriate. This hearing iS also not a time set

aside far you to use your Comment time to personally
attack those whose views may be different from your

OWII.
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This hearing is primarily about the

adequacy of the environmental analysis and the

environmental impacts associated with the proposal.

Concerns about  non-environmental issues should not be

raised at this hearing. They will not add anything

to the record, and may limit the opportunities of

others to provide comments on the draft environmental

impact statement analysis.

You can comment at this hearing in one of

three ways: On comment sheets, like this one that

you saw as you registered, for those of you who would

l&e to write out your comments by hand. You can

comment orally during the public comment period

tonight, or you can comment directly to the court

reporter following the general comment session.

People wanting to make oral comments this evening

should have noted that on the attendance card, the

little card you filled out when you signed in when

you came in this evening. If you did not fill out a

card for some reason, or did not indicate that you

wanted to speak but now wish to speak this evening,

please fill out a card during the break.

For those wishing to comment in writing to

the Air Force about the proposal, your written

comments should be sent to the address shown on this

PUBLIC HEARING 7/n/99 6
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next slide. And that address is also on the comment

sheet.

ALSO,  if you would like to submit more

detailed written comments to supplement your verbal

comments tonight, that address is on this comment

sheet, as I said, which is located at the sign-in

table. Written conrments  will be accepted at this

address through the mail until August 2nd,  1999. It

is important to note that all comments, either made

orally this evening or provided in writing tonight,

or submitted in writing later, will be given equal

consideration.

At this time the Air Force representative,

Major Torba, will give his presentation. Major

Torba .

MAJOR TOBBA: Good evening, my name is

Major Torba. I work year in the Airplane Superiority

Office at Langley Air Force Base. My portion of the

presentation will address some general

characteristics of the F-22, why the Air Force is

proposing to station the F-22 at Nellis,  and then

I’ll  give a brief description of the proposed

action.

The F-22 is the next generation,

multi-mission air superiority fighter, supplementing
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the aging P-W/D  fleet. Designed to meet combat

requirements well into the. future it will have the

ability to effectively control the
I
ir arena, thus

providing our air, ground, and sea forces with the

freedom to conduct operations against opposing

forces f The aircraft will have stealth

characteristics, will fly at supersonic speeds

without afterburner, and will possess increased

maneuverability over any current or projected

aircraft. It will  also be capable of carrying state

of the art fighter weaponry.

The Air Force proposes to base, or

beddown,  the F-22 aircraft and to implement force

development evaluation program and weapons school at

Nellie Air Force Base in Nevada. The force

deVelOpnWz  evaluation missions will  test and develop

combat tactics for the F-22, and the weapons school

ensures those tactics are passed on to the

operational units through the pilots completing the

advanced training offered by the school. Air comhat

command is responsible for implementing the F-22 PDE

program and weapons schools. Nellis  Air Force Base

represents the only ACC base with major range and

test facility base components that meets the

requirements for the F-22 FDE  program and weapons

L 1
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The display in the back of the  room

depicts the area where the F-22 will operate. The

Nellis  Air bxe  range complex has been used

continuously by the military for more than 50 years

to  conduct flying training exercises similar to those

envisioned for the p-22.

Far all  new aircraft,  l ike the F-22,  the

Air Force is required by law and policy to develop

the aircraft’s war combat capabilities to provide for

successful F-22 FDE  program and weapons school

development activities. The Air Force proposes to

beddown  this aircraft at Nellis  Air Force Base. This

Air Force base and its associated airspace and range

complex are the only  Air Force sites truly capable of

providing the specific requirements needed for the

F-22 FDE Program and the weapons school, without

major changes to the airspace, land resources, and

base infrastructure. The Air Force proposes to base,

in three phases, a total of 17 F-22 aircraft at

Nellis  Air Force Base between the years 2002 and

2008, 367 personnel will be added to the

installation between fiscal year 2001 and 2007.

The proposed action entails facility

construction activities on,Nellis  Air Force Base over
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about a six-year period, starting in fiscal year

2000. New facilities would include a hangar, a

dormitory, and an aircraft parts warehouse. More

detailed information on the facilities to be

constructed or improved is presented on the display

posters and discussed in detail in the DEIG.

It is anticipated that eight of the

aircraft would be assigned to the operational test

and evaluation squadron and the remaining nine would

be assigned to the United States Air Force weapons
school program at Nellis  Air Force Base. Flight
tracks to and from the base and operations over the Y

Air Force range complex will be similar to the

existing fighter operations, such as the F-15.

The vast majority of the flights over the

Nellis range complex will be conducted at 10,000 feet
or more above ground level, AGL,  at subsonic air

speeds. We anticipate the F-22 will fly

approximately 6 sorties or missions per day by the

end of 2002, 8 sorties per day between fiscal year

2003 and 2007, and 17 sorties per day from 2008  on.

By 2008  4300 annual sorties would be in

the Nellis range complex for testing and training.

The 4300 sorties would represent approximately 25,800

sortie operationns. F-22 sortie operations would
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represent a 13 percent contribution to the total

Nellis  range complex sortie operations under the

low-use scenario, and a 9 percent contribution under ’

the high-use scenario.

A major range and test facility base is a
national asset that is sized, operated, and

maintained primarily for DOD test evaluation support

mission, but is also available to all users having a

valid requirement for its capabilities, including
military trainers. Other bases, such as blloman Air
Force Base and Edwards Air Force Base; have major
range and test facility base components, but none

meet all of the requirements for the FDE program and

weapons school. These requirements include
appropriate range instrumentation, threat simulation,

support for large force training exercises, an
integrated battle space environment, and suitable

existing infrastructure. When measured against this

criteria, Nellis  provided the only logical eolution

for the F-22 FDE program and weapons school.

No other base offers the specific physical

or organizational infrastructure necessary to support
unique requirements of the F-22 FDE program and

weapons school. Nellis  Air Force Base and its ranges

and airspace already exist and meet the F-22 testing
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7

1 and training program needs. Nellis  Air Farce Base 1 The draft EIS is made available for a 45 day comment

2 also offers the synergy of interaction with the 2 period and the final EIS will incorporate changes to

‘3 current Air Force FDE program and weapons school. 3 the document and address public comments. we have

4 Now I will turn the microphone over to Jim 4 also contacted many local, state, federal, and tribal

5 Campe, who will discuss the environmental process. 5 agencies during the process and will continue to work

6 MR. CANPE: Thank you. I’ll highlight 6 with them while completing our work.

7 three areas of this process for you tonight: The 7 NEPA also requires that agencies analyze a

8 National Environmental Policy Act, a summary of the 0 no-action alternative. The no-action alternative in

9 potential environmental impacts that may result from 9 this case means the F-22 aircraft beddown  and its

10 the proposed action, and the schedule of upcoming 10 associated actions would not occur at Nellis  Air

11 e v e n t s . 11 Force Base. Flying activities and supporting

12 NBPA IS the federal governmentis 12 missions currently taking place at the installation

13 declaration of the United Statea environmental policy 13 and Nellis  range complex would continue at existing

14 and requires us to consider the environmental 14 levels.

15 consequences of major federal actions. Our role is 15 To summarize the earlier discussions, the

16 to inform the public and Air Force decision makers of 16 Air Force proposes to take the following actions at

17 potential environmental impacts that may result from 17 Nellis: Station and separate 17 F-22 aircraft over a

10 his or her decisions. This is a well-defined 10 seven-year period starting in 2002, increase

19 process, and this slide shows some of the ways we are 19 personnel by approximately 370, and make facility

20 fulfilling ERPA requirements. 2 0 improvements over several years starting in 2000.

2 1 A notice of intent to take this EIS was 2 1 The draft EIS has analyzed impacts to the

22 published in the federal register in August of ‘97 22 12 resource categories shown on the slide. For the

23 and in various newspapers in the region. Public 2 3 installation and surrounding community-and Nellis

24 involvement includes scoping meetings in ‘97  as well 2 4 range complex.

25 as the public hearings we are holding this month. 2 5 The no-action’alternative would not alter
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current operations or infrastructure for the base or

the Nellis  range complex, so it would not result in

any changes to current environmental conditions end

would not be addreesed  as I go through the resource

categories,

Public scoping raised concerns about the

potential impacts of subsonic  noise and land use

around Nellis Air Force Base, sonic booms in the

Nellis  range complex, air’quality  associated with the

base  and environmental justice around the base. Each

of these concsrns  is thoroughly addressed in the

EIS. The following slides summarize the findings,

Approximately 4500 F-22 flights, or 9,000
takeoffs and landings, would occur annually from the

base when all 17 of the aircraft will be at the

installation in 2008. This represents an increase of
approximately 13 percent over current levels at the

.t
base. The majority of F-22 flights would occur

between 7:OO  a.m. and 1O:OO p.m., with approximately

275 of the flights each year occurring between

lo:00  p.m. and 7:00 a.m.

The noise levels due to the F-22 beddown

is compared against the actual noise levels of

current conditions as measured during a 1997 noise

study. The F-22 operations in the Nellis airfield
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environment would be expected to result in increased

noise levels relative to current conditions. The

increase over current baseline conditions would not

exceed 2 decibels in most cases and genarally  occur

in open lands. About 22,800 people currently live in

areas above 65 decibels. Under the proposed action,
approximately 37,750 people would be within the noise

level zones above 65 decibels. However, the noise

contours from Clark County zoning regulations Gere

used for determining potential impacts to land use.

Projected noise levels would be within acceptable

recommendations for industrial, commercial and open

land uses according to the Clark County zoning

regulations. These regulations have been enacted to
restrict residential use in areas affected by

aircraft noise around the base since 1996 end are

‘based on a 1992 noise study.

The F-22 would operate at supersonic

speeds approximately 10  percent of the time while

flying air combat maneuvere.  All supersonic activity

would occur within the Nellis  air range complex and

at altitudes and locations already authorized for

supersonic flight.

Overall average noise levels in the Nellis

range complex would increase by 1 decibel or less to

L I
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1 a maximum daylight average of 60 decibels. There I Currently, the minority population affected is 26
a would be a small increase in the average number  of 2 percent of the total population above 65 decibels.
3 sonic booms in the Elgin and Coyote Military. 3 Under the proposed action, the percentage of
4 Operating Area, or MOA. The average number of sonic 4 minorities affected would increase to 27 percent.
5 booms would increase from approximately  20 sonic 5 Similarly, the low-income population affected is 11
6 booms per month to approximately 24 per month in the 6 percent and would increase to 19 percent. Minority
7 Elgin MOA and from about four sonic booms per month 7 populations are already disproportionally impacted

8 to approximately 10 per month in the Coyote region. 8 and low-income population would become
9 Emissions of air pollutants into the area 9 disproportionally impacted.

10 encompassing Nellis  Air Force Base would increase 10 I’ve just highlighted some of the more

11 under implementation of the proposed action, but 11 important environmental issues for you tonight.
12 would not cause a significant impact to air quality. 12 Additional analysis is contained in the draft EIS.

13 The carbon monoxide and other emissions produced by 13 A notice of availability of the draft ELS

14 the F-22 aircraft, associated support equipment, 14 for the F-22 beddown  was published in the Federal

15 construction activities, and increased personnel, 15 Register on June l&h, 1999. This started a 45 day

16 would not result in or contribute to exceedences of 16 public comment period that will close on August 2nd.

1 7 the air quality standards. The F-22 beddown  would 17 1999. We will prepare and distribute a final EIS in

18 increase the amount of carbon monoxide and PM10 dust 18 October of ‘99. After a 30 day waiting period, the

I¶ contributed by Nellis  Air Force Base activities to 1 9 Air Force will make a de&ion  on whether or not to

2 0 the area by approximately one-tenth of 1 percent. 2 0 proceed with the proposed a c t i o n . I am confident

2 1 As stated before, with the implementation 2 1 that the comments we hear tonight and throughout the

2 2 of the proposal, the air affected by noise levels of 22 comment period will continue to help us assist Air

23 65 decibels or greater would increase around the 2 3 Force leadership to consider environmental issues in

2 4 base. The county averages of minority and low income 2 4 their decision making,

2 5 populations are 25 and 11 percent respectively. 2 5 That concludes my portion of the I
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1 presentation. Thank you for your attention. 1 out loud, or both, as long as the time limitations

a THE FiEARIEG  OFFICER: Thank you for your 2 are observed.

3 presentations, Major Torba and Mr. Camp@. 3 Second, please speak clearly and slowly so

4 Before we take a brief break and then 4 that the court reporter can get everything down. And

5 proceed with the main portion of the hearing, your 5 please identify yourself first, starting with your

6 public comments on the draft EIS, I’d  like to explain 6 name, where you’re from, and the capacity in which

1 the ground rules for the public comment period. 7 you appear. For example, you should state whether

8 First,  has everyone that wants to Speak  turned in a 8 you are a public official, a designated

3 comment card like this? If you have not, please 9 representative of a group, or if you are expressing

10 raise your hand and we will get you one. Have we got 10 your personal views as an interested citizen. This

11 everybody? 11’ will help the court reporter prepare the transcript

12 We do have a court reporter here tonight 1 2 of the hearing.

13 who will record word for word everything that is 1 3 Third, please observe the time limits.

14 said. The verbatim record he produces will become 14 Each person will be allowed five minutes to speak. I

15 part of the final environmental impact statement. 15 will call on any government or elected officials

16 This will allow the preparers to review the record 16 present to speak first, followed by members of the

17 and your inputs as they were stated so they can make 17 general public, who will be called upon in a random

18 sure your comments are accurately and completely 18 order from the cards that you signed in on. The five

19 addressed in the environmental process. With that in 19 minute time limit applies to public officials and

20 mind, please help me in ensuring the ground rules for 2 0 spokespersons, as well as individuals speaking for

21 tonight’s hearings are followed. 2 1 themselves, When you have reached your allotted

22 First, please Speak only after I recognize 22 time, I’ll  let you know, but I will allow you to

23 you and please address your remarks to me. If you 23 quickly finish up your thoughts before we move to the

2 4 have a written statement, you may leave it just right 24 next speaker.

25 up here next  to the view graph, or you may read it 25 Fourth, out oE respect for others who want

*
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to be heard, please honor any requests that I make of

you to stop speaking after your allotted time. If
you judge that you have more connnents  than you can

present in five minutes, please take time now to

prioritize them so that the most important comments

are spoken first. If you later decide you have more

comments following this meeting or have additional

considerations you wish to have addressed, you can

and should provide them in writing, either at

tonight’s hearing or by mail. If we have time, we

may be able to come back. to you and let you finish up

remarks if I have to cut you off.

Fifth, please do not speak while any other

person is speaking. Only one person will be

recognized at a time,

And,  finally, I’d like to remind you to

limit your coaments to the draft EIS, as that is the

purpose of this public comment period. I would like

to suggest that  you avoid repeating what another

speaker has just said. There’s certainly nothing
inappropriate about agreeing with the other speakers,

but repeating the same thing unnecessarily delays

others from making their comments.

The court reporter, as I said, will be

recording everything verbatim that is said tonight.

PUBLIC HEARING 7/13/99 2 0\\
1

1 Please leave any extra copies of your remarks with

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1 1

him, with the correct spelling of any names or places
which you may  mention. The transcripts of the

proceedings will become part of the record of this
hearing and will be included in the final

environmental impact statement. The reporter will be

able to make a complete record only if he can hear

and understanding what you say. So please speak

slowly and clearly and loud enough for each person in

the room to hear.

Now, we’re scheduled for about a 10 minute

12 break, but I don’t think it will take me nearly that

13 long to get the cards from the folks who took them

14
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in. And why don’t we take a couple minutes break

here while I get those cards and figure out if we

have any public officials here that I should call on

first, and then I’11  shuffle the cards and call on

folks randomly. We’ll take a break.

(Whereupon, a recess was taken

at 7:26 p.m. to 7:35 p.m.1

THE HEARING OFFICER: O k a y . If I could

get the folks to start to their seats, I would like

to start up again. I got a grand total of three

cards from folks indicating they wanted to speak.

Let me start out by calling on Calvin Meyers.
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000015 MR. MEYRRS: Hi. My name is Calvin

Meyers. I’m a member of the Moapa Valley Piutes.

1%  the environmental coordinator for our tribe. My

comments are that even though you give us five

minutes to talk, I have less than a half an hour to

look at your book. So, I’m sorry, that’s not enough

t i m e . I’m not that smart. I don’t  think anybody

else is neither, ’

You’re talking about -- I’m going to talk

because I haven’t read the book. But there are

things that you are going to impact culturally to

us. There are cultural sites out there from what

they call petroglyphs  to the pine nuts that grow that

we pick, your diesel fuel will be spread out on

them. The fumes that come out of your planes  come

out On them, and that will affect us. And that is

part of who we are. And I know you people don’t

understand that.

And my comments tonight I do not want them

to be construed as a check mark to saying that you

can talk to the Moapa Valley Piutes, because you

haven’t. When you speak to the Moapa Valley Piutes,

you speak to the tribal council. They are the people

that make the law on their lands.

And -- and I really don’t  like people
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telling me what I can talk about. And in my mind

that’s what kind of was told to me. I want to write

Some  stuff Up, I want to get some help with some

other people.

And another conrment,  I guess my last  one,

is that you people may have had years to write this

book. We have days to look at it and read it, and

yat it is going to impact .us  for years to come. This

is not the only EIS or draft EIS that is out there

today. There are at least two to three more. And we

as a tribe do not have the manpower you do to read

these books and comment on them and these things that

you shove down our throats.

Thank you.

THE:  HEARING OFFICER: Thank  you. Harry

Adams _

000016m.  ADAMS: I am Dr. Harry Adams, and I’m

from the local community. I heard my source is the

Fox  Business News this morning at 5 o’clock, and I

would like to have your comment on their comment that

Congress was planning to cancel the funding for the

F-22.

THE  HEARING OFFICER: Sir, I can’t comment

on  that. Maybe one of the representatives is able to

say something, or maybe it’s  something that is best

PUBLIC HEARING
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1 addressed in the final environmental impact 1 landing and eject safely and not impact any homes,

2 statement. R-41 2
just the desert. Sometimes it happens. Accidents do

3 MAJOR TORBA: I did not know that. I am 3 Equipment failures do happen. It’s part of

4 not aware that they are going to cancel it. Iti6  the 4

5 first I heard. ' 5 That Is  all I have.

6 MR. CAMPE: Basically they have until 6 T H E  H E A R I N G  O F F I C E R : Thank you. Anybody

1 August 2nd before the final end of the comment I else change their mind and decide that they do want

8 period, and by the time we start working on the B to add any comments to the record? And, Mr. Meyers,

9 final. So if anything comes up between now and then, 9 you didn’t take five minutes, and certainly with the

10 we can certainly put it in the document. 10 low number of comments, if there’s anything at all

11 T H E  .HEARING  O F F I C E R : Okay. A n d  D e n n i s 1 1 else that you want to add tonight, go right ahead.

1 2 Brewster. 12

-17 MR.  BREWSTER : R-1 13R-l ,f3 Yes, sir. M y  n a m e  i s MR. PEPMENTER: I’d  like to make a

1 4 Dennis Brewster. 11m  representing myself. And the 14 I wasn’t here at the start of the meeting.

1 5 comments all I have are more on the positive for the 1 5 TXE  N E A R I N G  O F F I C E R : Could I have your

16 p r o g r a m . We want the program to come to Nellis. I 1 6

17 live almost right in Nellis’s  back door. So I enjoy 17 MR.  PERMENTER : Robert Permenter,

18 that, 1 8 F-e-r-m-e-n-t-e-r.

19 The only concern I would like to raise is 19 T H E  HEARING O F F I C E R : T h a n k  y o u .

20 the buffer zone that there is development back right 20 MR. PERMENTER: f moved here in ‘78,

21 back where Nellis  is. I would like to see the Air 21 bought a house right down the street here in 1981,

22 Force work with the Clark County Commission to  Stop 22 live in the same place. And if people were worrying

R-41 23 the development homes  back there so there’s a buffer 23 about noise, and all that other kind of things, I

24 in case there is an accident where an aircraft has to 24 don’t even hear them. No planes, no takeoffs, no

25 come back around and it can’t make it back to the 25 nothing, night and day or otherwise. So it’s  maybe
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1 because I spent 27 years in the Air Force. But this 1 that date. Air Force officials will remain available

2 is the only -- the only place where they test and do 2 for a short time here, as long a6 there is sufficient

3 this type of activities out here, and people say, 3 interest, to answer your questions.

4 Well, what’s this going to do to my house or my 4 I want to thank you. Good night. This

5 hearing, or things like this? And I don’t see it’s.- 5 hearing is adjourned at 7:41  p.m.

6 going to do anything. I’ve  been abIe  to live through 6

7 it living out here. I

a I In  69 years old, but It doesn’t worry ma a

9 in the least. And some  of the young folks that 9

10 bought houses over here, all they got to do is look 1 0

1 1 around, they can see what Nellis  is because there’s 11

12 planes flying 24 hours a day. And anybody who builds 1 2

1 3 a house and they’re worrying about the area or (13

1 4 whether they’re going to have a buffer zone between 1 4

1 5 it makes the decision when they sign the paper. And 15

16 I don’t work for a real estate company either. 16

11 Anyway, that!s all I got to say, 1 7

1 8 THE HEARIWG OFFICER: Thank you. Anybody 1 8

19 else? 19

2 0 Well, ladies and gentlemen, if nobody 2 0

2 1 wants to comment, that will conclude the public 2 1

22 hearing for tonight. I want to thank you for your 2 2

2 3 participation. Please remember that the public 2 3

2 4 comment period will extend through August 2nd of 2 4

2 5 1 9 9 9  * Comments nay be submitted in writing through 2 5
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1 PROCEBDINGS 1 in the District  of Co lumb ia .  Aa  the chief trial
2 2 judge of the United States Air Force, my usual duties
3 BEUUBG  OFFICER: Good evening, ladies and 3 involve supervising 20 Air Force military judges and

4 gentlemen. 1% Colonel Mike McShane;  I’ll  be the 4 also involve presiding over Air Force criminal trials

5 hearing officer for this public hearing this 5 or courts-martial occurring at Air Force bases

6 evening. This public hearing is the second in a 6 anywhere in the world. I am not assigned to, and

7 series of three hearings oa the Air Force proposal to 7 have no  cpnnection  with, either Nellis  Air Force

8 locate  F-22 aircraft at Nellis  Air Force Base. 8 Base, or Air Combat Command, the proponents of the

9 This  public hearing this evening serves to 9 draft EIS  we will be considering tonight.

10 fulfill the requirements under the National 10 Also, I have had no involvement in the

1 1 Environmental Policy Act, and you may hear some of US 11 development of this draft EIS, and am not here to

12 call that NEPA tonight, and fts  implementing 12 serve  as a legal advisor to the Air Force or the

13 regulations. To be clearer, our sole purpose for 13 proponents of the proposal. I tell you this so that

14 being here tonight is to receive the public’s 14 you will understand that my role as hearing officer

15 comments; that is, your comments on the draft 15 is simply to ensure that we have a fair, orderly, and

16 environmental impact statement, which is cormnonly 1 6 impartial hearing, and that all who desire to be

17 referred to as a draft EIS, or just as the DEIS. 17 heard have an opportunity to speak. In summary, T

18 1%  got a copy of it here. It’s about an inch and a .18 serve as  an impartial moderator of this hearing.

19 quarter thick. 19 The hearing will be conducted in three

a0 Before moving forward with an overview 20 parts, and you’ve got a slide show over here. F i r s t ,

21 briefing of the contents of that document, I would 2 1 Major Torba will make a presentation on the proposed

22 like to explain my role in the proceeding this 22 act ion. Next, Mr. Sim  Campe will provide an overview

23 evening to help you better understand the process. I 23 of the National Environmental Policy Act, as well as

a4 am an Air Force officer, obviously, but I’m  also an 24 a summary of the potential environmental impacts of

25 attorney currently assigned at Boiling  Air Force Base 25 the proposal. The thirdpart of the hearing, after
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we take a very  brief moment to get the cards from the

staff here, will be your opportunity to provide, for
the record, comments on the draft EIS. We do it this

way, briefings and then comments, so that you may be
better informed as you offer your remarks.

The 45day  public comment period for this

proposal began June l&h, 1999, and runs through
August 2nd, 1999, based on inputs the Air Force

receives during this period, either in writing, or

from the public hearings such as tonight’s,
additional analyses will be conducted, evaluated

and/or performed, and changes will be made to the

draft EIS, where appropriate. In fact, the draft BIS

has already been shaped by public comments submitted

during the scoping process.

Throughout this hearing, I ask that you

keep in mind that this public hearing is not designed

to be a debate, nor is it a popularity vote on the
draft EIS, nor is it primarily designed as a question

and answer session, although clarifying questions

asked as part of your comment may be appropriate.

This hearing is also not a time set  aside for you t0

use your comment  time to personally attack those

whose  views may he different from your own.

This hearing is primarily about the
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adequacy of the environmental analysis and the

environmental impacts associated with the proposal.
Concerns about nonenvironmental issues ehauld  not be

raised at this hearing. They will not add ,anything
to the record and may limit the opportunities of

others to provide comment6  on the draft EIS
analysis.

You can comment.at  this hearing in one of

three ways: ‘Gn comment sheets, for those  of you who
would like to write out your coimnents  by hand. You

can pick one up at the door or you can get one over
at the table if you want one. You can make your
comment orally during the public comment period a
little later on, or you could make them directly to
the court reporter following the general comment

session. People wanting to make oral comments this

evening should have noted that on the attendance card
you filled out when you came in this evening. It

looks like this and you had a place where you could

indicate if you wanted to speak. If you did not fill
out a card for some reason or did not indicate that

you wanted to speak but you changed your mind just

let us know and we’ll  get you up to speak.
For those wishing to comment in writing to

the Air Force about the proposal, your written
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comments should be sent to the address which is shown

on this slide.

Also, if you would like to submit more

detailed written comments to supplement any verbal

comments you make tonight, the address for doing that

is located on that written comment sheet that you

either got or can pick up over at the table. Written

comments will be accepted at that address through the

mail until August Znd, 1999. 11: is important to note

that all comments, whether you make them orally

tonight or provide them in writing tonight or later

on are given equal consideration.

At this time the Air Force representative,
Major Torba, will give his presentation.

Wajor Torba.

WAJOR  TORBA: Good evening. Wy  name is ~

Major Gregory Torba. I work in the Air Security

Office at Langley Air Force Base. Ecy  portion of the

presentation will address some general
characterietics  of the F-22, why the Air Force is

proposing to station the F-22 at Nellis, and then

I’ll give a brief description of the proposed

action,

The F-22 is the next generation,

multi-mission air superiority fighter, supplementing
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the aging F-UC/D fleet. Designed to meet the combat

requirements well into the future, it will have the

ability to effectively control the air arena, thus

providing our air, ground, and sea forces with the

freedom to conduct operatiohs  against opposing
forces. The aircraft will have stealth

characteristics, will fly at supersonic speeds
without afterburner, and will possess increased

maneuverability over any current or projected

aircraft . It will also be capable of carrying

state-of-the-art fighter weaponry.

The Air Force proposes to base, or beddown

the  F-22 aircraft and to implement force development
evaluation, FDB,  program and weepons  school at Nellis

Air Force Base in Nevada. The force development

evaluation missions will test and develop combat

tactics for the F-22, and the weapons school ensures

those tactics are passed on to the operational units

through the pilots completing the advanced training
offered by the school. Air Combat Command is

responsible for implementing the F-22 force

development evaluation program and weapons schools.

Nellis  Air Force Base represents the only ACC baae

with major range  and test facility base components

that meets the requirements for the F-22 force
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1 development evaluation program and weapons schools. 1 about a six-year period starting in fiscal year

2 The display in the front of the room on my 2 2000. New facilities would include a hangar, a

3 right depicts the area where the F-22 will operate. 3 dormitory,  and an aircraft parts warehouse. More

4 The Nellis Air Force range complex has been used 4 detailed information on the facilities to be

5 continuously by the military for more than 50 years 1 5 constructed or improved is presented on one of the

6 to conduct flying training exercises similar to the 6 displays up here in the front and is discussed in

I ones envisioned for the F-22. 7 detail in the draft environmental impact statement,

8 For all new aircraft, like the F-22, the 8 It is anticFpated  that eight of the

9 Air Force is required by law and policy to develop 9 aircraft would be assigned to the operational teat

10 the aircraft’s war combat capabilities to provide for 10 and evaluation squadron and the remaining nine would

11 successful F-22 force development evaluation program 1 1 be assigned to the United States Air Force Weapons

12 and weapons school development activities. The Air la School program at Nellis  Air Force Base. Flight

13 Force proposes to beddown  this aircraft at Nellis  Air 13 tracks to and from the base and operations over the

14 Force Base. This Air Force base and its associated 14 Air Force range complex will be similar to the

1 5 airspace and range complex are the only Air Force 1 5 existing fighter operations such as the F-15.

lb sites truly capable of providing the specific 16 The vast majority of the flights over the

17 requirements needed for the F-22 FDE program and 17 Bellis  range complex will be conducted at 10,000 feet

18 weapons school without major changes to the airspace, I.8 or more above ground level, AGL, at subsonic air

19 land resourcefi,  and base infrastructure. The Air 19 speeds, le anticipate the F-22 will fly

20 Force proposes to base in three phases, a total of 17 2 0 approximately 6 sorties or missions per day by the

2 1 F-22 aircraft at Nellfs Air Force Base between the 2 1 end of 2002, 3 sorties per day between fiscal year

22 years 2002  and ZOOS. 367 personnel would be added to 22 2003 and 2007, and 17 sorties per day from 2008 on.

23 the installation between fiscal year 2001 and 2007. 23 Ey  2008 4300 annual sorties tiould  be in

24 The proposed action entails facility 2 4 the Nellis  range complex for testing and training.

25 Construction activities on Nellis  Air Force Base over 2 5 The 4300 sorties would represent approximately 25,600
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1 sortie operations. F-22 sortie operations would

2 represent a 13 percent coz,kribution  to the total

3 Nellis  range complex sortie operations under the

4 low-use scenario, and a 9 percent contribution under

5 the high-use scenario.

6 A major range and test facility base is a

I national asset that is sized, operated, and

8 maintained primarily for DOD  test evaluation support

9 mission but is also available to all users having a

1 0 valid requirement for its capabilities including

1 1 military trainers.. Other bases, such as Holloman Air

1 2 F o r c e  B a s e  a n d  E d w a r d s  A i r  F o r c e  Base, have major

1 3 range and test facility base components, but none

1 4 meet all of the requirements for the force

1 5 d e v e l o p m e n t  e v a l u a t i o n  p r o g r a m  a n d  w e a p o n s  s c h o o l .

1 6 These requirements include appropriate range

11 instrumentation, threat simulation, support for large

18 force training exercises, an integrated battle space

1 9 environment, and suitable existing infrastructure.

2 0 When measured against this criteria, Nellis  provided

2 1 the only logical solution for the F-22 force

2 2 d e v e l o p m e n t  e v a l u a t i o n  p r o g r a m  a n d  w e a p o n s  s c h o o l .

2 3 No other base offers the specific physical

2 4 or organizational infrastructure necessary to support

2 5 unique requirements of the F-22 force development
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I I

evaluation program and weapons school. Nellie Air

Force Base and its ranges and airspace already exist

and meet the F-22 testing and training program

n e e d s . Wellis  Air Force Base also offers the synergy

of interaction with our current Air Force force

development evaluation program and weapon5 school.

At this time I would like to introduce Jim

Campe  who will discuss the environmental process.

MR.  CAMPE: T h a n k  y o u . I’ll  highlight

three areas of this process for you tonight: The

National Environmental Policy Act, a summary of the

potential environmental impacts that may result from

the prapoeed action, and the schedule of upcoming

events.

NEPA is the federal government’s

declaration of the United States environmental policy

and requires us to consider the environmental

consequence5 of major federal actions. Our role is

to inform the public and  Air Force decision-makers of

the potential environmental impacts that may result

from his or her decisions. This is a well-defined

process, and this slide shows some of the ways we are

fulfilling NEPA requirements.

A notice of intent to undertake this EIS

was published in the Federal Register in August of

t J
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1 ‘97  and in various newspapers in the region. Public

2 involvement includes scoping meetings in 1997 as well

3 as the public hearings we are holding this month.

4 The draft EIS  is made available for a 4%day public

5 comment period, and the final EIS  will incorporate

6 changes to the document and address Public comments.

7 tie have also contacted many local, 6tate,  federal,

8 and tribal agencies during the process end will

9 continue to work with tham.;hile  completing our

10 w o r k .

11 NBPA  also requires that agencies analyze a

12 no-action alternative. The no-action alternative in

I3 this case means the F-22 aircraft beddown  and its

14 associated actions would not occur at Nellis  Air

15 Force Base. Flying activities and supporting

16 missions currently taking place at the installation

17 and  the Nellis  range ccmplex  would continue at

1s existinR  levels.

I.9 Tc  summarize Major Torbals  earlier

20 discussion, the Air Force proposes to take the

21 following actions at Nellis:  Station and operate 17

22 F-22 aircraft over a seven-year period starting in

23 2002, increase personnel by approximately 370,  and

24 make facility improvements over several years

25 starting in 2000.

F - 2 2  RELLIS  A I R  F O R C E  B A S E  M T G .  0 7 - 1 4 - 9 9 13

1
1 The draft EIS  has analyzed impacts to the

2 12 resource categories shown on the slide for the

3 installation and surrounding community and Nellis

4 range complex.

5 The no-action alternative would not alter

6
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23

current operations or infrastructure for the base or

the Nellis  range complex, so it would not result in

any changes to current environmental conditions and

would not be addressed as I go through the resource

categories.

. Public scoping raised concerns about the

potential impacts of subsonic noise and land use

around Nellis  Air Force Baae, sonic booms in the

Nellis  range complex, air quality associated with the

base and environmental justice around the base. Each

of these concerns is thoroughly addressed in the

Era. The following slides summarize the findings.

Approximately 4500 F-22 flights, or 9,000

takeoffs and landings, would occur annually from the

base when all 17 of the aircraft would be at the

Znstallation  in 2008. This represents an increase of

approximately 13 percent over current levels at the

base. The majority of F-22 flights would occur

between 7:00 a,m.  and 10:00 p.m., with approximately

275 of the flights each year occurring between

L 1
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1 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. 1 would occur within the Nellis  range complex airspace

2 The noise levels due to the F-22 beddown 2 and at altitudes and locations already authorized for

3 is compared against the actual noise levels of 3 supersonic flight.

4 current conditions as measured during a 1997 noise 4 Overall combined noise levels in the

5 study. The F-22 operations in the Nellis airfield 5 Nellis  range complex would increase by 1 decibel or

6 environment would be expected to result in increased 6 less to a maximum daylight average of 60 decibels.

7 noise levels relative to current conditions, T h e 1 There would be a small increase in the average number

8 increase over current baseline conditions would not 8 of sonic booms in the Elgin and Coyote Military

9 exceed 2 decibels in most cases and generally would 9 Operating Area, or MOA. The average number of sonic

10 occur in open lands. About 22,800 people currently 10 booms would increase from approximately 20 sonic

11 live in areasabove 65 decibels, Under the proposed 11 booms per month to approximately 24 per month in the

12 action, approximately 37,750 people would be within 12 Blgin  MOA and from about 4 sonic  booms per month to

13 noise zones above 65 decibels. However, the noise 13 approximately 10 per month in the Coyote MOA.

14 contours from Clark County zoning regulations were 14 Emissions of air pollutants into the area

15 used for determining potential impacts to land use. 15 encompassing Nellis  Air Force Base would increase

16 Projected noise levels would be within acceptable 16 under the implementation of the proposed action but

11 recommendations for industrial, commercial and open 11 would not cause a significant impact to local air

18 land uses according to the Clark County zoning 1s quality. The  carbon monoxide and other emissions

19 regulations. These regulations have been enacted to 19 produced by the F-22 aircraft, associated support

2 0 restrict residential use in areas affected by 20 equipment, construction activities, and increased

21 aircraft noise around the base since 1996 and are 21 personnel, would not result in or contribute to

2 2 based on a 1992 noise study. 22 exceedencea of air quality standards. The F-22

23 The F-22 would operate at supersonic 23 beddown  would increase the amount of carbon monoxide
24 speeds approximately 10 percent of the time while 24 and PM10 dust contributed by Nellis  Air Force Base

25 flying air Combat  maneuvers. All supersonic activity 25 activities to the area by approximately one-tenth of

4
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1 1 percent.

2 AS stated before, with the implementation

3 of the proposal, the air affected by noise levels of

4 65 decibels or greater would increase around the

5

6

I
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base. The county averages of minority and low  income

population6 are 25 and 11 percent respectively.

Currently, the minority population affected is 26

percent of the total population above 65 decibels. .
Under the proposed action, the percentage of

minorities affected would increase to 27 percent,
Similarly, the low-income population affected is 11

percent and would increase to 19 percent. Minority

populations are already disproportionally impacted
and low-income population would become

disproportionally impacted.

Nellis  Air Force Base currently employs *
noise abatement procedure6 around the base, include

an expedited climb outs for all aircraft and
restrictions on the time and direction of flight

activity. These procedures, would also apply to F22

flying activities,

I’ve highlighted some of the more

important environmental issues for you tonight.

Additional analysis is contained in the draft EIS.

A notice of availability of the draft EIS
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for the F-22 beddown  was published in the Federal
Register On June  lath, 1999. This started a 45day

public comment period that will close on August Znd,

1999. We will prepare and distribute a final EIS in

October of ‘99. After a 30-day  waiting period, the
Air Force will make a decision on whether or not to

proceed with the proposed action. I am confident
that the comments we hear tonight and throughout the

comment period will continue to help us assist Air

Force leadership to consider environmental issues in
their decision-making.

12 That concludes my portion of the

13 presentation. Thank you for your attention.
14 TBE BEARING OFFICER: Thank you Major

1 5 Torba and Mr. Campe.
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Folks, the public comments on the draft

EIS is the next portion of this evening’s events. We

do have a court reporter here who will record word

for word everything that is said. This verbatim
record will become a part of the final EIS. This
will allow the preparers to review the record and

your inputs as they were stated so they can make sure

your comments are accur&.ely  and completely addressed

in the environmental process. With that in mind,

please help me in ensuring the ground rules for
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1 tonight’s hearing are followed. 1 avoid repeating what another speaker may have just

2 First, please speak only after I recognize 2 said. There’s certainly nothing inappropriate about

3 you and please address your remarks to ma. If you 3 agreeing with the other speakers but repeating the

4 have a written statement, you may leave it, I guess 4 same thing unnecessarily delays others from making
.:’

5 on the chair next to the podium would be a good place 5 their comments.

6 or you may read it out loud or both. 6 If you have an extra copy of any written

I Second, please speak clearly and slowly 7 presentation that you read from and want to leave it

a and please identify yourself first, starting with a for the court reporter, I know she would appreciate

9 your name, where you’re  from, and the capacity in 9 tha t . It will help her get the correct spelling of

10 which you appear. For example, you should state 10 any names or places you might mention,

1 1 whether you are a public official, a designated 11 The transcripts of these proceedings will

12 representative of a group, or if you are expressing 12 become part of the record of the hearing and will be

13 your personal views as an interested citizen. This 13 included in the final EIS. The reporter will be able

14 will help the court reporter prepare the transcript 14 to make a complete record only if she can hear and

15 of the hearing. 15 understand what you say. So please speak clearly and’

16 We don’t have a large crowd tonight so Ilm 16 slowly and loud enough so that everybody in the room

17 not going to set any kind of a time limit, but I 17 can hear you.

18 would ask that you keep any of your comments relative la Let me call for the cards now. Before I

19 to the subject here tonight. 19 call on anybody to speak, I understand we have

20 Please do not speak while another person 20 Mr. Paul Donahue here who is from Lincoln County. He

2 1 is recognized and speaking. Only one person will be 21 is a Lincoln County commissioner and Mrs. Victoria

22 recognized at a time. 22 Kilpatrick, from Lincoln County Regional Development

23 And I’d like to remind you to limit your a3 Authority is here as well.

24 comments to the draft EIS as that is the purpose of 24 I’ve got three folks who have indicated

25 this public comment period. I would suggest that you 25 they wanted to speak so far and one maybe. Let me
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call on Marjorie Detraz. I hope I pronounced that

close to right. Detras?

()00019  MS. DBTRAZ: YW3. My neie is Marjorie I.

Detrsz,  D-e-t, as in Tom, r-a-s, as in zebra. 1% a

reeident of Alamo in the Pabranagat  Valley. I’m also

a native Lincoln Countyite, and I am a native

Nevadan. This  was the very  thing I hoped wouldn’t

happen that I’d be number one to speak, but so be
i t . I’m just speaking extemporaneously tonight. Hy
husband is retired military. He’s  retired from the

Air Force, spent  22 years in tha Air Rorce.  At the

present time he has been diagnosed with ParkinsonI’s

otherwise he would be with me here tonight.

I married my husband after he was retired,
but, you know, I saw ao many characteristics in him

that I admired and loved so much that I used to ask

him about the Air Force and about the military, and I

said, Did you like the military; and you know  moat

people say, boy, they couldn’t wait to get out. Hs

said to me the military gave me a lot of

opportunities, and I tried to take advantage of every

one of them. I helieve that he, knowing him as I do,

that he gave the Air Force and his country a hundred
and ten percent for 22 years. In fact, he retired

from Nellis Air Force Base.

’
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1 I found a little poem that I thought maybe

a might be appropriate. It’s  called Duty To Self.

3 Got to be fit. Got to be fit in body

4 and soul for the,great  work of the day. Got

5 to be tit and fine and clean to toil in the

6 mightiest way. Got to be captain of self and

7 strong in the will of a purpose high. To

a lead in the labor of life’s best hour ‘neath

3 the glow of a stainless sky,

10 Got to be true to a high ideal and to

11 live and to fashion your life in a way that

12 is fit for the grueling test of a tuned and

13 terrible strife. Got to be measured by

1 4 standards of right as well.as by those of

l! skill. Got to be true to the laws of

11 master -- got to be true to the laws of God

1: and master of soul and will.

II That came from the Baltimore Sun.

I! Yesterday morning I was awakened by the

21 sound of aircraft over Pahranagat Valley, and I knew

2 of course it was the airplanes, and thank goodness no

2 : sonic booms yesterday. But I jumped out of bed, and

2 I was in my pajamas, and I went out on my front

2 , porch, and I looked up at the sky, and it was so

2 beautiful. There was  the blue sky and the white
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clouds  and the sun  shining through now and then, and

I could hear the aircraft, but I could not locate

them at all. And finally.out  of, Ild  say out of the

blue, here came two aircraft flying. And as I looked

up there I have to tell you 1%  about one of the most

patriotic people you’ve ever seen  in your life; I was

taught that from the day I was born by my parents,

but anyway, as I looked up in the sky and against the

blue sky and the white clouds I $aw  two of these

aircraft come out. And as they flew out into the

bright sunlight, itwae  like two silver bullets, and

I have to tell you that I just got goose bumps all

over.

I love this country. I believe our

country is in serious trouble right now. I see such

an apathy among our people about voting, about even

registering to vote. I feel very concerned for our

constitution right,now.  And I think that as the

people that this country is great because of the

people in this country. And I believe that we need

to look at that flag and realize what it stands for.

I don’t believe one of Us would trade it for another

flag or another country. This is a land choice above

all other lands. Why do we have so many people

immigrate here? They love America.

F-22 NELJJS AIR FORCE BASE Ml'G. 07-14-99 23

I would like to close my remarks with this

2 song, and I’m  sure you’ve al l  heard it .

3 This  is  my country.  What difference if

4 I hail from north or aouth or from the east

5 or west .  My heart  is  f i l led with love for

6 al l  o f  these . I only know I swell with pride

I and deep within my breast I thrill to see Old

8 Glory in the breeze.  This  is  my country,

9 land of my birth. This is my country

10 grandest  on earth.  I  pledge thee my

11 allegiance,  America the bold,  for  this  is  my

12 country to have and to hold.

13 With hand upon my heart I thank the

14 Lord for this  my native land.  For a l l  I  l o v e

1 . 5 is  here within her gates.  My soul  is  routed

16 deeply in the soil on which I stand for these

17 are mine my own United  States. This is my

18 country, land of my choice, This is my

19 country, hear my proud voice. I pledge thee

20 my allegiance,  America the bold,  for  this  ie

21 my country to have and to hold.

22 And I thank you very much for this

a3 opportunity to speak.

24 THE  H E A R I N G  O F F I C E R : Thank you.

25 Next call on Keith Corban.

I 1
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000020 Ms. CORBAN: Good evening. My name is

Keith Corban. I live near Crystal Springs, and I’m

representing myself tonight.

Eny chief concern is with aircraft noise

and specifically sonic booms. In my opinion, the

present level is unacceptable, and I’ve  witnessed

numerous violations of what 1%  beentold by the Air

Force are their own criteria for noise in the

restricted area I live in. I would like to thank,
however, Mr. Estrada and Major Torba and Mr. Campe

for their giving me the infornation  this evening to
help me to better understand the issues involved

here.  I hope in the future that 1’11 receive more

cooperation from,the  Air  Force and that they’ll be

better citizens and more trustworthy, I guess.

Thank you very much.

THE  BEARING OFFICER: Thank you.

Next  is Patti Livreri.
000021 MS. LWREBS: YOU got it. It’s  Patricia
Livreri, L-i-v&r-e-r-i. That we8  easier, 1%

representing myself. I would like to @sk  a
question. when  you said you’re going to increase the

amount  of planes and it w&l increarce  the noise, it

won’t restrict the air space will it, for like small.

flying crafts? Because we~have  a lot of people that

1
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have  their homemade planes that they fly. There

wouldn’t be any problems, you wouldn’t restrict the

air space?

MR. CAMPE: ft’s  not going to change,

affect the air apace as it. is right now. The

airplaneS are going to simulate as we currently fly.

80  whatever it is now is the same  it’s going to be in

the future,

MS. LNRERI: And you won’t  restrict like

where you increase the planes and we can’t also -- we

can’t u6e the land o$  _” so there won’t be any

restrictions added to what you already have?

MR. CAMPE: That’s correct. As it is

right now is what we’re  going to do.

MS. LIvRERI: Just moPe  noise.

MR. WE: Just  more noise. No more

restricted air epace  or --

MS. LIYRERI; Restricted 1anU  use.

MR. CAMPE: Restricted land use, correct.

THR  NEARING ORFICER: Carla Ward was the

maybe.

MS. WARD: No comment.
THE HEARING OFFICER: Decided not to?

MS. WARD: NO. I didn’t.  know what to

expect so  I wanted to res&ve my right to get my two
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cents in.

THE  HERRING O FFICER; The rest of the

cards I have here nobody indicated they wanted to

speak,  but if you  now seeing what we do here and

would like to make some comments, you’re certainly

welcome to do so at this point.

Come on up, sir. Could I have your name.

ooooa  WRR.  BENEZET: Fly  name is Louis Benezet.  I

live at Prince Mine which is near Caselton in the

area around Pioche. I’d  just like to carry on

perhaps a little bit over what Mr. Corban was talking

about because I’m  also concerned about primarily

aircraft noise and the impacts of over flights.

I noticed that I think that the area

around Pioche is pretty much restricted to a certain

elevation, but around where we are, around Caselton.

we frequently get low-flying planes that come right

streaming over the houses where we live, you know,

which can be pretty disturbing. We get used to it

but especially if it happens in the early hours of

the morning it can be pretty intense.

IIn concerned about the noise, sonic

blasts which occur in certain areas where they’re

allowed to fly supersonic in Lincoln County and also

in certain areas where they’re not, and also about

11
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the use of chaff and flares, which I am not convinced

do not represent either an environmental or public

health hazard. I know that flares have resulted in

range fires in the past, and it has been -- which has

caused major efforts to suppress these fires and

damaged grazing lands.

I,  therefore, believe that I don’t  - -  I

haven’t heard anything connected with mitigation for

the impacts, and I suppose perhaps you have something

in your documents which I haven’t seen the whole

thing, but I believe the Air Force should negotiate

use of the air space over the Nevada test site as an

alternative to using air space over public lands and

towns.

I’m  also concerned about, as I said, the

accidental sonic booms that occur in Lincoln County

in areas where supersonic operations are supposedly

not allowed, and these have been a serious

disturbance to residents and those who use the public

lands and have resulted in both property damage and

personal injury in the past.

I think increased use of air space outside

the Nellis  Air Force range should be accompanied by a

greater commitment on the part of the Air Force when

it comes  to enforcing supersonic use restrictions.

I I

I
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1 Thank you very much. 1 REPORTER’S CERTIFICATR

2 THE  HEARING OFFICER: Thank  you. Anybody 2
3 else? Anybodyat all? Thie is your hearing, your 3 STATE OF NEVADA )
4 opportunity to tell us what you think. Okay. If I 1 ss

4 COONTY  OF CLARK )

5 can’t  get anybody else to talk. We’ll go ahead and 5
6 wrap up. 6 I, Janie L. Olsen, Certified Shorthand
1 I want to thank you first for your 7 Reporter, do hereby certify that I took down in

8 participation. Please remember that the public 8 Stenotype all of the proceedings had in the

9 comment period will extend through August 2nd ot 9 before-entitled matter at the time end place
ia 1999, and you may submit additional comments or youz 10 indicated and that thereafter said shorthand notes
1 1 first comments in writing through that date. 11 were transcribed into typewriting at and under my
12 Air Force officials will remain available 12 direction and supervision and that the foregoing
13 for a little while yet tonight’if you have further 13 transcript constitutes a full, true and accurate
14 questions you wanted to put to them. 14 record of the proceedings had.
15 Thank you. Good night. This hearing is 15 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
16 adjourned. 16 hand in my office i the County of Clark, State of
11 (Thereupon, the hearing 17 Nevada, this k-/d day oftiT& 1 9 9 9 .
18 adjourned at 7:40 p.m.) 18
1 9 19
20 20
21 2 1
22 22
23 CCR No. 406, RPR

23
24 24
2s 25
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1 TOtJOPAH,  NEVADA, TSDRSDAY,  JULY 15, 1999 3 1 I a18 an Air Force officer, obviously, but 4

2 'I:00  P.M. 2 I am al60 an attorney currently assigned at Boiling

3 -ooo- 3 Air Porte  Base, in the District of Columbia.

4 PROCEEDLNQS 4 As the chief trial judge of the United

5 5 States Air Force, my usual duties involve supervising

6 BZARINQ OFFICE+  MCSHANS: Qood  evening, 6 20 Air Force military judges and also involve

7 ladies and gentleman, I’m Colonel Mike McShane,  and 7 presiding over Air Force criminal trials, or

8 I’11  be the hearing officer for the public hearing 8 courts-martial, occurring at Air Force bases

3 this evening. 9 throughout the world.

10 This public hearing is the third in a 10 I am not assigned to and have no

11 series of three thatls  on the Air Force proposal to 11 connection with either Nellis Air Force Base or air

1 2 locate F-22 aircraft at Nellis  Air FCrCS Base. 1 2 combat command.

13 The public  hearing this evening serves to 1 3 The proponents of the Draft EIS we will be

1 4 fulfill the requirements under the National 14 considering tonight, Also, I have had no involvement

15 Environmental Policy Act and its implementing 15 in the develepaent  of this Draft EIS and am not here

16 regulations. 16 to serve as a legal adviser to the Air Forcr  or the

17 The sole reason’for  us being here tonight 17 groponehts of this proposal.

18 is to receive the public’s comments, that is, your 18 I tell you this so that you will

13 comments on the Draft Environmental IlnpaCt  Statement, 19 understand that my  role as hearing officer is simply

20 which is commonly referred to as a Draft EIS or just 20 to ensure that wa  have a fair, orderly, and impartial

21 aa the DRIS. 21 : hearing and that all who desire to be heard have an

22 Before moving forward with an overview 22 opportunity to speak. In sum, I serve basically as

23 briefing, I would like to explain my role in this 23 an impartial moderator of this hearing.

24 proceeding this evening to help you batter understand 24 This hearing will be conducted in three

25 this process. 25 parra. Fir%,  Major Torha  will make a pr%mtStion
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on the proposed action. 5

Next, Mr. Jim Campe will provide an

overview of the National Environmental Policy Act as

well as a summary of the potential environmental

impacts of the proposal.

The third part of the hearing will be your

opportunity to provide for the record comments on the

Draft EIS.

We do it this way -- briefings and then

comments -- so that you may be better informed as you

offer your remarks.

me &-day  public comment period for this

proposal began June  lath,  1999, and runs through

August 2nd.

Based on inputs the Air Force receives

during this period, either in writing or from the

public hearings, such as tonight’s.  additional

analyses will  be conducted, evaloaated, and/or

performed and changes will be made to the Draft EIS

where appropriate.

In fact, the Draft BIS  has already been

shaped by public comments submitted during the

scoping process.

Throughout this hearing I ask that you

keep in mind that this Public hearing is not designed

1 to be a debate, nor is it a popularity vote on the

2

3

4

5

Draft EIS, nor is it primarily designed as a

question-and-answer sessik,  although clarifying

questions asked as part of your comment time may be

appropriate.
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This hearing ia also not a time set aside

for you to use your comment time to personally attack

those whose views may be different from your own.

This hearing is primarily about the

adequacy of the environmental analysis and the

environmental impacts aseociated  with the proposal.

Concerns about non-environmental issues

should not be raised at this hearing. They will not

add anything to the record and may limit the

opportunities of others to provide comments.

You can comment on the Draft EIS  at this

hearing in one of three ways: on comment sheets for

those of you who would like’ to w-rite out your

comments by hand, orally during the public comment

period, or directly to the court reporter following

the general comment session.

People wanting.to  make oral comment8  this

evening should have noted that on the attendance card

you filled out when you came in this evening.

If you did not fill out a card for some

PUBLIC KeARING  7-15-99

6
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1 reasvn or did not indicate that you  wish to speak and I 1 address some general characteristics of the F-22, why 0

2 you now wish to speak this evening, please let us 2 the Air Force is proposing to station the P-22  at

3 know. 3 NelliS,  and then IW  give a brief description of the

4 For those wishing to cvmment  in writing t0 4 proposed action.

5 the Air Force about the proposal, your written 5 The F-22 is the next generation

6 comments should be sent to the address shown on the 6 multi-mission air superiority fighter, supplementing

I slide. I the aging F-15C/D  fleet.

8 Also, if you’d like to submit more a Designed to meet combat requirements well

9 detailed written comments to supplement your verbal 9 into the future, it will have the ability to

10 comments  tonight, the address is provided on that 10 effectively control the air arena,  thus providing our

1 1 written comment sheet that I mentioned earlier, and 11 air, ground, and sea forces with the freedom to

12 there are copies of that out at the sign-in table. 12 conduct operations against oppvsiny  forces.

13 Wtten  cvmmenta  will he accepted at this address 13 The aircraft will have stealth

14 through the mail until August 2nd,  1999. 14 characteristics, will fly at supersonic speeds

15
It  is important to note that all comments 15 yithout  afterburner, and will poesess increased

16 that are made, either orally at this  hearing this 16 maneuverability over any current or projected

17 evening or provided in writing tonight or submitted 17 aircraft q It will also be capable of carrying

16 in writing later on, will be given equal ia state-of-the-art fighter weaponry.

19 consideration. 19 The Air Force proposes to base F-22

20 At this time the Air FOrCa representative, 20 aircraft to implement a force development evaluation

21 major  Tvrba, will give his presentation. 21 program and weapons school at Nellis Air Force  &se

22 M?mRToRBk Goad evening. My nema  18 22 in Nevada.

23 Major (iregory Torba. I work in the air superioriay 23 The force development evaluation missions

24 office at Langley Air Force Base,. 24 will test  and develop combat tactics for the F-22,

25 hy portion of the’presentation  will 25 and the weapons BChOOl ensures thaee  taCtiCS are
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1 passed on to the operational unita  throughout the 3
1 are the only Air Force sites truly capabIe of 10

2 pilots completing the advanced training offered by
2 providing the specific requirements needed for the

3 the school.
3 F-22 force development evaluation program and weapons

4 Air combat command is  responsible for
4 school without major changes to airspace, land

5 implementing the F-22 force development evaluatim
5 resources, and base infrastructure.

6 prcgram  and weapons school.
6 The Air Force proposes to base, in three

1 Nellis  Air Force Base represents the only
7 phases, a total of 17 F-22 aircraft at Nellis  Air

8 air combat command base with major range and test 8 Force Base between the years 2002 and 2008. 367

3 facility base components that meet the requirements 9 personnel would be added to the installation between

10 for the F-22 force development evaluation program and 10 fiscal year 2001 and 2007.

11 weapons school. 11 The proposed action entails facility

12 The display in the back of the room 12 construction activities on Nellie Air Force Basr  over

13 depicts the area where the F-22 will operate. The 1 3 about a six-year period starting in fiscal year

14 Nellia  Air Force Range complex has been used 14 2000. New facilities would include a hangar, a

15 continuously by the military for more than 50 years 15 dormitory, and an aircraft parts warehouse.

16 to conduct flying training exercises similar to those 16 More detailed information on the

11 envisioned for the F-22. 1 7 facilities to be constructed’or improved is presented

18 For all new aircraft, like the F-22, the 19 on one of the display posters and discussed in detail

19 Air Force is required by law and policy to develop 19 in the lIEIS.

20 the aircraft’s war combat capabilities to provide for 20 It is anticipated that eight of the

21 successful F-22 force development evaluation program 21 aircraft would be assigned to the operational test

2 2 and weapons school development activities. 22 and  evaluation squadron, and the remaining nine would

23 The Air Force proposes to beddown  this 23 be assigned to the United States Air Force weapons

24 aircraft at Nellis  Air Force Base. This Air Force 24 school program at Nellis  Air Force Base.

25 base and its  associated airspace and range complex 2.5 Plight tracks to and from the base and



1 operations over the Air Force range complex rill be

2

3

similar to existing fire operations, such as the

F-151, C, and D.

4

5

6

The vast majority of the flights over the

Nellis  range complex will be conducted 10,000 feet or

more above ground level at subsonic airspeeds.

7

E

9

10

We  anticipate the F-22 will fly

approximately six sortiea  or missions per day by the

end of 2002, eight sorties per day between fiscal

year 2003 end 2007, and 17 sorties per day from 2008

11 Oil.

12

13

14

15

By 2008, 4300 annual sorties would be in

the Nellie range control for testing and trafnfng.

The 4300 sorties would represent approximately 25,800

sortie operations.

16

17

18

19

20

F-22 sortie operations would represent a

13 percent contribution to the total Nellis  range

control sortie operations under the low-use scenario

and a 9 percent contribution under the high-use

ecenario.

a1

22

23

24

25

A major range and test facility base is a

national asset that Is seized, operatad, and

maintained primarily for Department of Defense test

and evaluation support missiods but is aiso  available

to all users having a valid requirement for its

mm  WING  7-a-99

1

2

capabilities, including military trainers.

Other bases, such as Holloman Air Force

3

4

5

6

Base and Edviards  Air Force Ease, have major range and

test facility base components, but none meet all the

requirements for force development evaluation and

weapons school.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

These requirements include appropriate

range instrumentation, threat simulation, support for

large force  training exercises, an integrated battle

space environment, and suitable existing

infrastructure, when  measured  aga ins t  th i s  c r i t e r ia ,

Nellis  provided the only local solution for the F-22

force development evaluation program and weapons

school.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

No other base offers the specific physical

or organizational infrastructure necessary to support

unique requlremerZs of the F-22 force development

evaluation program and weapons school.

Nellia  Air Force Base and its &gas  and

airspace already exist and meet the F-22 testing and

training program needs. Nellia  A i r  F o r c e  Base a lso

offers the synergy of interaction with current Air

Force force development evaluation program and

weapons school.

25 L will turn khe  microphone over to Jim

PUBLIC  HEARING 7 - 1 5 - 9 9

12
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1 CemPe,  who will discuss the environmental prccess. 13 1 45-day public comment period, and the Final US will 1 4

2 MR.  CAHPE: Thank  you. 2 incorporate changes to the document and address

3 I’ll highlight three areas of this process 3 public comments.

4 for you tonight: one, the National BnviroluRental 4 We have also  contacted many local, state,

5 Policy Act, NEPA: two, a summary of the potential 5 federal, and tribal agencies during the process and

6 environmental impacts that may result from the 6 will work with them while coapleting  our work.

1 proposed action; and, three, the schedule of upcoming 7 NEPA alzo  requires that agencies analyze a

8 events. 8 no-action alternative. The no-action alternative in

9 National Environmental Policy Act is the 9 this case means the F-22 aircraft beddown  and its

10 federal government’8 deCleret.FM of United states 10 associated actions would not occur at Nellis  Air

11 environmental policy and requires us  to consider the 11 Force Bass. Flying activities and supporting

12 environmental consequences of major federal actions. 12 missions currently taking place at the installation

13 Our role is to inform the public and Air
13 and the Nellis  range complex would continue at

1 4 Farce decisian  maker of patantial  enviranmental
14 existing levels.

15 impact3 that may result from his or her decisions.
15 To summarize  Major Torba’z  earlier

16 This is a well-defined procezs,  and this slide shows
16 discussion, the Air Force proposes to take the

17 some of the Gays  we are fulfilling NEPA
11 follewing actions at Nellis  Air Force Base: station

16 requiremeats.
la and operate 17 F-22 aircraft over a seven-year period

19
19 starting in 2oO2, increase personnel by approximately

A notice of intent to undertake this EIS

370, and make facility improvements over several
was published in the Federal Register of August 1991

20
20

21 years starting in 2000.
.’

21 and in various newspapers in the region.

22 The DE19 has analyzed impacts to the 12
2 2 Public involvement includes scoping

23 r e s o u r c e  c a t e g o r i e s  shown  o n  t h i s  s l i d e  f o r  t h e

2 3 meetings in 1997 as well as the public hearinga we

24 installation and surrounding community and the Nellis

24 are holding this month.

25 range complex.

25 The Draft EIS is made avallable for a
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1 The no-action alternative would not alter 1 5 1 current conditions as measured during a 1937  noise 16

2 current operations or infrastructure for the base or
2 study.

3 the Nellis  range  complex, so it would not result in 3 The F-22 operations in the Nellis airfield

4 any changes  to currant environmental conditions aud 4 environment would be expected to result in increased

5 will not be addressed as I go through the resource 5 noise levels relative to current conditions.

6 categories. 6 The increase over 1997 baseline conditions

7 public  scoping raised concerns about  the 7 would not exceed 2 decibels in most cases and

8 potential impacts of subsonic noise and land use s generally would occur in open lands,

3 around Nellis  Air Force Base,  sonic boome  in the 9 About 22,800 people currently live in

1 0 Nellis  range complex, air quality associated with the 10 areas above 65 decibels under the proposed action,

1 1 base, and  environmental justice around the base. 11 and appxkimately 37,750 people would be within the

12 Each of these concerns is thoroughly addressed in the 12 noise zones above 65 decibels. However, the noise

1 3 &IS. The following slides summarize the findings.. 13 contours from Clark County roning regulations were
.,

I4 Approximately 4500 F-22 flights, or 9,000 14 uaad  for determining potential impacts to land use.

15 takeoffs and landings, would occur annually from the 15 Projected noise levels would be within

1 6 base when all 17 of the aircraft would be at the 16 acceptable recommendations for industrial,

1 7 installation in 2008. This represents an increase of 17 commercial, and  open land wes  according to the Clark

Ill approximately 13 percent over current levels at the LB County zoning regulations. These regulations have

1 9 b a s e . 19 been enacted to restrict residential use in areas

20 The majority of the F-22 flights would 20 affected by aircraft noise around the base since 1996

21 occur between 7:00 a.m.  and lo:00 p.m.,  with 21 and are based on a 1992 noise study.

2 2 approximately 275 of the flights each year occurring 22 The F-22 would operate at supersonic

2 3 between lo:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. 23 speeds approximately 10 percent of the time while

2 4 The noise levels due to the F-22 beddown
24 flying air combat maneuvers. All supersonic activity

25 is compared against the actual noise levels of
25 would occur within the Bellia  range complex airspace
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1 and at altitudes and locations already authorized for 1 7 1 approximately l/10  of 1 percent. 1 8

2 supersonic flight. a ha stated before, with the implementation

3 Overall combined noise levels in the 3 of the proposal, the area affected by noise levels of

4 Nellis  range complex would increase by 1 decibel or 4 65 decibels or greater would increase around the

5 less to a maximum day/night average of 60  decibels. 5 b a s e .

6 There would be a small increase in the 6 The county averages of minority and

7 average number of sonic booms in the Elgin and Coyote 7 low-income populations are 25 and 11 percent,

a military Operation area, or MOA. 8 respectively. Currently, the minority population

9 The average number of sonic booms would 9 affected is 26 percent of the total population above

1 0 i n c r e a s e  f r o m  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  20 son i c  booms  pe r  mon th 1 0 65 decibels.

11 to approximately 24 per month in the Elgin MOA and 11 Under the proposed action, the percentage

1 2 from about 4 sonic booms per month to approximately 12 of minorities affected would increase to 27 percent.

1 3 10  per month in the Coyote M&L 1 3 Similarly, the low-income population affected is 11

14 Emissions OL  air pollutants into the area 1 4 percent and would increase to 19  percent. Minority

1 5 encompassing Nellis  Air Force Base would increase 15 populations are already disproportionately impacted,

1 6 under implementation of the proposed action but would 16 and low-income population will become

1 7 not cause a significant impact to local air quality. 1 7 disproportionately impacted.

18 The carbon monoxide and other emissions 18 I’ve  just  highlighted some of the more

1 9 produced by the F-22 aircraft, associated support 1 9 important environmental issues for you tonight.

2 0 equipment, construction activities, and increased 2 0 Additional analysis is contained in the DKIS.

21 personnel would not result in at contribute to 21 A notice of availability of the Draft EIS

2 2 exceedences  of air quality standards. 2 2 for the F-22 beddown  wa6  published in the Federal

2 3 The F-22 beddown  would increase the amount 2 3 Register on June Hth,  1999. This started a 45-day

2 4 of carbon monoxide and PM10  dust contributed by 24 public comment period that will close on August 2nd

2 5 ‘Nellis  Air Force Base activities to the area by 2 5 1999.

i

r
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1 We will prapara and distribute a Final EIS
PUBLIC HEARING 7-B-99

19
1 please address your remarks to ma. 20

2 in October 1999. After a 30.day waiting period, the
2 If you do have a written statement to

3 Air Force will make a decision on whether or not to
3 provide, you may leave it up here on the table, or

4 proceed with the proposed action.
4 you may read it out loud or do both,

5 I am confident that the comments we hear
5 If you do come up and speak, I ask that

6 tonight and throughout the comment period will
6 you speak clearly and slowly from the podium. Please

7 continue to help us assist Air Force leadership to
7 first identify yourself, starting with your name,

8 consider environmental issues in their
8 where you ara from, and the capacity in which you

9 decision-making.
9 appear.

10 That concludes my portion of the 10 For example, you should state whether you

11 presentation. Thank you for your attention, 11 are a public official, a designated representative of

12 HFdRlNG OFFICER McSH?+NE: Thank  you for 12 a group, or if you are expressing your personal views

13 your presentations, Major Torha and Mr. Campe. we 13 as an interested citizen. Thie will help the court

14 will soon get to the main portion of this hearing, 14 reporter prepare the transcript of this hearing.

.15 your public cMnments  on the Draft EIS. .15 I am not going to set a tine limit on any

16 ~oulll  note we do have a court reporter 16 comments tonight but I would ask that you keep your

17 here, who will record word-for-word everything that 17 comments to the Draft Environmental Impact

18 is said. The verbatim record will become a part of 18 Statement.

19 the Final EIS,  This will allow the preparers to 19 Please do not speak while another person

20 review the record and your inputs as they were stated 20 is speaking. Only one person will be recogniaed at a

21 aa that they csn make sure your cormnents  were 21 t i m e .

22 accurately and completely addressed in the 22 And I’d like to remind you to limit your

23 environmental process. 23 comments to the Draft EIS as that is the purpose of

24 If we have any speakers here tonight, I’ll 24 this public comment period,

25 ask that you speak only after I reccgnise  you, and
25 I would suggest you avoid repeating what
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1 another speaker has just said. There is nothing

a inappropriate about sgreeing with other speakers, but

3 it is not neceesary to repeat the sane  thing several

4 times, Saying it once puta it into the record.

5 As indicated earlier, we da have a court

6> reporter here to record verbatfm everything that is

7 eaid tonight. If you  have an extra copy of your

s remarka,  please provide it to the court reporter as

9 that will help her with the carrect spelling of any

10 mmas  or places which you may mention.

II The transcripte  of these proceedings will

12 became part of the record of the hearing and will be

13 included in the Final Environmental Impact

14 Statement.
r

.a5 The court reporter will be able to make a

16 complete.record  only if she can hear and understand

17 what you say.’ So please speak  clearly and alowly and

18 loud enough  for everybody in the room to bear.

19 We have cards. I’ve got two attendants1

20 cards and nobody whole  indicated they want to speak.

21 Anybody change their mind and desire to wake comments

22 tonight for the record?

R-l 23 o(jo()23 wit. vAlmERvsEw: W e l l ,  I will,then,  s i r .

24 I’m not much at a speaker. And since no

25 one else is  going to say anything, 1’11 etart with my

PWLIC WnARIWQ 7-15-99

1 name. It’s  C a r l ,  C - a - r - l ,  Vanderveen, 22

2 V-a-n-d-e-r-v-eve-n.

3 5 have about four years’  experience

4 working on the northern ranges out here at the

5 Tonopah test range, I live locally here five days a

6 week, sometimes more. I'm the iod site manager for

7 the Cabaco Company, which does base maintenance and

a airfield operations for the Air Borce.  And I speak

9 0x1 behalf  of my company end also with respect to my

10 own person*1  opinions.

11 1% very much in faVor of the development

12 of this  technology. I think it’s  important to our

13 nation.

I4 And I am aware that history is unkind to

1 5 the weak. And to the extent that this helps us avoid

16 being week, that’s  good.

17 I think that based’on  my experience I can

13 say with some authority that the iange cowplex is

19 indeed the perfect place to develop the fighter.

20 I have experienced it at some of the other

21 facilities that were mentioned here. And  based on

22 what I see being done at the range, now I can canfirm

23 iumy  own mind what you’re  saying. I agree.

24 Z’d  like to compliment the Air Force with

2s respect to its current attention to environwental

\
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1 iSSUeS, 2 3 1 this fighter out here are small, in my mind, with 24

2 I can speak, once again from personal 2 respect to -- or in comparison to the nation’s

. 3 experience in that regard, about the meticulous 3 potential benefit. Thank you.

4 attention to detail out there. 4 HEARIN@  OFFICER McSlW?E: Anybody else

5 I’m personally involved wit&  respect to a 5 desire to make any comments? Apparently not.

6 lot of environmental issues out there, things related 6 That will conclude the public hearing for

I to clean water,‘sewage  disposal, range cleanup from 7 tonight. I want to thank you folks for your

a ordnance that’s spent out there, and a variety of a participation.

9 other areas as well. 9 Please remember that the public comment

10 And I knaw that most of the other  people ia period will extend through AUgnSt 2nd of 1999, and

11 in this room can’t  go ont there and see these things, 11 comments may be submitted in writing through that

1 2 but I can because I’a  responsible for some of them as 12 date.

1 3 an Air Force contractor. 1 3 Air Force officials will remain available

14 And I can assure any  locals that would be I4 for a little while tonight as long as there is

15 here that would be inquisitive about what’s  going on 15 sufficient interest to answer any questions you may

1 6 out there that there’s tremendous attention to detail 16 have.

17 with respect to the law, with respect to I? This hearing Is adjourned at 7:29. Thank

1s environmental issues out there, all kinds, from 18 you and good night.

19 groundwater,  sewage, clear air, the works. 19 (Thereupon, the proceedings

20 I osn  imagine no serious or ovewhelming 20 were adjourned at 7:29  p.m.)

21 enviromental  impact in the local area hare in the 21

22 north ranges given my personal experience on the 2a

23 r a n g e , 23

24 And it’s  my opinion, professionally and 24

29 personally, that the environmental costs developing 25
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1 REPORTSR ’ 9 CXRTIPICATB 25

2

3 STATE OF NEVADA 1
) as

4 COONTY  O F  CIARK )

5

6 I, Jane V. Michaels, Certified Shorthand

7 Reporter, do hereby certify that I took down in

8 Stenotype all of the proceedings had in the

9 before-entitled matter at the time and place

10 indicated and that thereafter said ahor-  notes

11 were transcribed into typewriting at and uuder  my

la direction and supervision and  that the foregoing

13 transcript constitutes a full, true and accurate
‘\

14 record of the proceedings had.

15 IN WITNRSS wHRRBOP, I have hereunto Bet  my

16 hand and affixed my official seal of office in the

17 county of Clark, State of Nevada, t+is  jy4ay

&F

/ ; 1.
18 of L/ 1L  .. , 1999.

SC’

19

20

21

22

@

“/1cc;lu&)
23 J e . Michaels, RPR

NV CCR NO.  601

24 CA  CSR NO. 10660

25
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Comment/ Response Response
Letter # #

0001
0002
0003

0004
0005

0006
0007
0008

0010
0011

0001

0001 R-3

0013
0014
0015

0016
0017

0018
0019
0020

0021
0022
0023

R-l Thank you for your comment during the public comment period on the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Draft EIS) for the proposed F-22

Aircraft Force Development Evaluation (FDE) and Weapons School

(WS) Beddown  at Nellis  AFB. Public and agency involvement is an
important part of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
process. All comments received during this comment period have
become part of the project record and will contribute to the decision-

making process. Specific responses to your environmental questions are
presented below.

R-2 The Air Force disagrees with the opinion that the selection criteria are
“obstacles that are relatively easy to overcome.” The Air Force used a
deliberative process in identifying its selection criteria to meet the
purpose and need for this action. Screening of assets against the selection

criteria demonstrated that neither Holloman AFB nor Edwards AFB
would meet the need of the Air Force. Much of the equipment, facilities,
realistic threats, and infrastructure required to fully develop F-22
capabilities, as identified in criteria 7 and 8, is one of-a-kind technology
that would be extremely costly and time consuming to replicate. It is not
reasonable to redundantly duplicate these assets at another. location, In
addition, major exercises conducted at Nellis  AFB allow complex
operational tests in the environment the F-22 was designed to encounter.

These criteria and considerations were developed from regulations,
policy, and mission requirements. They do not have to be singularly
derived from regulations. The three overall considerations provide for

realistic and efficient operations at a lower cost. Criterion 1 is exclusive
for the mission type discussed in the Draft EIS and is defined by Air
Force policy and directive. The remaining criteria identify the

infrastructure, airspace, and facilities necessary to conduct the FDE
program and WS for this state-of-the-art aircraft.

Responses to Comments 2.2-l
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Comment/ Response Response
Letter # #

0001 R-4 Estimated costs for new range infrastructure and facilities that would be

required at Holloman and Edwards AFBs  are respectively and
conservatively projected at $80 million and $45 million. These range
improvements would not be required at Nellis  AFBs  because of the

already developed and adjacent Nellis  Range Complex (NRC).
Additionally, on-base facility improvements of approximately $25
million would be required at any base (see Draft EIS section 2.1.5).

0001 R-5 There are no reasonable alternatives that adequately meet the selection
criteria. Further analysis of unacceptable alternatives would be
unproductive.

0001 R-6 The potential increased noise footprint around Nellis  AFB would lie
almost entirely inside areas zoned by Clark County for noise compatible
land uses and are within long-term historical noise levels. Noise
increases would be expected to be less than 2 dB which is within typical
noise fluctuations at Nellis  AFB, as indicated by long-term averaging and
number and type of aircraft and sorties flown. The management actions
that would be applied if the Proposed Action were selected are listed in
section 1.3 of the Final EIS.

0001

0001

0001

R-7 There are approximately 900 acres of open land under the projected 70
DNL or greater noise contour. These lands are currently used for
industrial, commercial, or residential development. Should Clark County
allow residential development of these open lands, current zoning would
permit fewer than two single family units per acre. This would represent
a maximum potential growth of approximately 5,500 people around
Nellis  AFB. This growth is miniscule (less than one-half of one percent)
in comparison to the current and projected rate of growth for the entire

Las Vegas area (approximately 10 percent per year). As previously
stated, other potential alternatives to the Proposed Action did not meet
minimum requirements and were eliminated from further analysis.

R-8 The discussion of environmental justice has been clarified in section 3.2

of this Final EIS.

R-9 The calculations of RCRA waste have been clarified and updated in the
Final EIS.

2.2-2

-

Responses to Comments
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Comment/ Response Response
Letter # #

0002 R-10 The suggested revision has been made to the Final EIS. See Errata and
Clarifications, section 3.2.

0002

0002 R-12

R-11 As stated in the Draft EIS, 17 F-22s would conduct an additional 4,472
sorties annually from Nellis  AFB by 2008. These training and test
missions will be conducted in a manner similar to the missions currently
flown by the Nellis  AFB aircraft. In addition, the F-22 is predominantly a
medium to high altitude fighter conducting low-altitude combat
operations (below 2,000 feet AGL) less frequently than the F-15 or F-l 6.
The F-22 would depart and return using the same procedures, routes,
ingress, and egress flown by the current Nellis  AFB aircraft.

Prevailing agreements on sensitive and avoidance areas on the NRC
would apply to F-22 activities. In addition, avionics on the F-22 will aid
the pilot in avoiding these areas by providing audio and visual alerts in
the cockpit. The F-22 would fly departures and recoveries near Hayford
and Sheep peaks as directed by local procedures. However, the
performance capability of the F-22 will allow it to reach higher altitudes
quicker than current fighters, minimizing low-altitude time near these
peaks.

0003 R-13 Water for the proposed facilities would be piped from existing facilities
in accordance with all applicable regulations.

0004 R-14 Nellis  AFB took numerous efforts to involve all members of the public in
the EIS preparation. Public scoping meetings and public hearings to
which all citizens were invited were held in several communities in
Nevada. Local and regional newspapers were used to advertise these
meetings. More specifically, a public hearing was held on July 13, 1999
in the area adjacent to Nellis  AFB and copies of the Draft EIS were
placed in local libraries in Las Vegas as well as throughout southern
Nevada. See also response R- 16.

0004 R-15 Information on race and income is presented in section 3.12 of the Draft
EIS.

Responses to Comments 2.2-3
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Comment/ Response Response
Letter # #

0004 R-16

0004 R-17

0004 R-18

0004 R-19

0004

0004 R-2 1

0004

R-20

R-22

The Draft EIS was not published in Spanish. The Hispanic population in
the affected area is about 7.6 percent of the total population. This is less
than the county average of 10.9 percent. The Air Force and Nellis  AFB

made numerous efforts to involve all of the public in the EIS process.
See R-14 above.

Potential impacts to traditional Indian lands and resources are discussed
in section 4.8 of the Draft EIS.

Airfield operations and sortie-operations are presented in two ways in the
Draft EIS; each corresponds to two different areas of analysis: the area
around Nellis  AFB uses airfield operations (68,000) and the NRC uses
sortie-operations (200,000-3  00,000). Definitions for these terms are
given in section 2.2 of the Draft EIS. The number of airfield operations
occurring at Nellis  AFB is an accurate representation of annual use of the
base and is based on an average of several years’ counts of takeoffs and
landings. Similarly, the number of sortie-operations is an accurate
representation of fluctuations in the use of the NRC over the last 15
years.

The Draft EIS includes a discussion of Sound Exposure Level (SEL) as
well as the Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL). Multiple aircraft
flights are included in the noise model to determine subsonic and
supersonic noise levels.

Potential noise increases would be less than 2 dB;  therefore, the Air
Force has no plans to soundproof these facilities.

The noise analysis reflects the expected manner the F-22 will fly in the
NRC. They are not expected to use MTRs. Use of the MTRs was

included, as appropriate, in the discussion of cumulative impacts.

Specific noise analysis for the F-22 is discussed in section 4.2 of the

Draft EIS.

2.2-4 Responses to Comments

-
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Comment/ Response Response
Letter # #

0004 R-23 Red Flag and Green Flag exercises are analyzed as part of baseline
conditions; projected noise levels are discussed in section 3.2.2 of the

Draft EIS .

0004 R-24 In the F-22 beddown EIS, the Air Force presented the areas exposed to

noise from Nellis  AFB of 65 DNL or greater over a 17-year period. It
then compared these areas and those areas zoned by Clark County for
land uses compatible with noise of 65 DNL or greater around the base
with the projected area under the Proposed Action. Almost all of the

areas that would be affected by the F-22 beddown have had similar or
higher noise levels in the past and are zoned for noise levels of 65 DNL
or greater. The addition of F-22 noise in areas already exposed to such
noise is unlikely to result in impacts to property values.

0004

0004

R-25 There is no requirement to perform a cost benefit analysis for this EIS.

R-26 The data set from which the “Schultz curve” is synthesized is not a
model, but rather a dose-response relationship for noise exposure levels
and annoyance. The original curve was developed in the 1970s and
updated in 1991 (Fiddell et aE. 1991). The revised analysis showed only
minor differences in noise-induced annoyance as predicted by Schultz.
The F-22 EIS uses the latest updated noise-annoyance curve in the noise
analysis (Finegold et al. 1994).

0004 R-27 The revised noise-annoyance study (Finegold et al. 1994) acknowledges
that aircraft noise is somewhat more annoying than surface traffic and
incorporates this finding in the analysis.

-
0004 R-28 According to the 1992 Federal Interagency Committee on Noise

(FICON), the “dose-effect relationship, as represented by DNL and
‘Percent Highly Annoyed,’ remains the best available approach for

analyzing overall health and welfare impacts for the vast majority of
transportation noise analysis situations.”

Responses to Comments 2.2-5
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Comment/ Response Response
Letter # #

0004 R-29 Although there is a high correlation between the percentages of groups of
people highly annoyed and the level of average noise exposure measured
in DNL, the correlation is much lower for the annoyance of individuals.

Many personal factors may influence the manner in which individuals
react to noise. The great variability between individuals makes it
impossible to predict accurately how any individual will react to a given

noise event. However, scientific findings substantiate that community
annoyance to aircraft noise is represented reliably using DNL (see R-3 1

below).

0004 R-30 Noise in recreation areas is discussed in section 4.10 of the Draft EIS.
The analysis examines noise in recreation areas near Nellis  AFB,
subsonic noise over recreation areas in the NRC, and the effects of sonic
booms over recreation areas. The Air Force recognizes that the response
to noise in residential and recreational areas may differ. Therefore,
different criteria were used to address noise in recreation areas such as
the change in noise levels, potential overflights, and number of sonic
booms.

0004 R-3 1 The noise modeling techniques used in the Draft EIS have been validated
by actual measurements and results are accepted by the Environmental
Protection Agency, Housing and Urban Development, and other federal
agencies. Additional on-site monitoring would not be expected to show
differing results from those presented in the EIS.

0004 R-32 The analysis of community noise was based on the revised and updated
version of the Schultz curve (Finegold et al. 1994).

0004

0005

0006

R-33 The findings by Finegold  et aE. (1994) are included in the analysis.

R-34 The Air Force is working with Clark County on this issue.

R-35 It is beyond the scope of this EIS to address the legal implications of the

treaty of Ruby Valley.
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0006 R-36 The Air Force believes it is in full compliance with E.O. 12898. We have
evaluated the Proposed Action based on the criteria presented in Chapter
2 of the Draft EIS. These criteria are not related to race, color, or religion,
and are used to evaluate the Proposed Action from an operational
standpoint.

0006 R-37 Proposed F-22 operations in the NRC involve shared use of airspace over
an extremely large landmass that includes several towns, mining
operations, recreation areas, and ranching activities. There’are thousands
of individuals of numerous racial, religious, and occupational orientations
using this area.

0006 R-38 Nellis  AFB took numerous efforts to involve all Native Americans in the
F-22 beddown  public involvement process. While the Consolidated
Group of Tribes and Organizations was used to obtain data concerning
the proposed F-22 beddown,  solicitation of opinions of Native Americans
was not limited to this group. Chairpersons and representatives from 17
regional tribes were notified of the proposed operations and forwarded
copies of the Draft EIS; a presentation on the F-22 EIS was given at the
June 1999 Nellis  AFB Native American Interaction Program (NAIP)
general meeting; and several scoping meetings and public hearings to
which all citizens were invited were held in communities in Nevada.

0009 R-39 Thank you for your letter. You have been removed from the mailing list
per your request.

0013 0016 R-40 Decisions regarding funding of the F-22 are beyond the scope of this EIS.
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0014 0017 R-4 1 Nellis  AFB has published an Air Installation Compatible Use Zone
(AICUZ) report. The report includes recommendations to Clark County

planners about noise and safety issues surrounding Nellis  AFB. Clark
County has enacted zoning ordinances that closely mirror the
recommendations contained in the Nellis  AFB report. Historically, the
largest number of accidents at an air base occur on the runway or just off

either end of the runway. Land off the north end of the runways at Nellis

AFB is unpopulated. Much of the land to the south is zoned for low-
occupancy commercial and residential uses. Also, aircraft experiencing
problems usually land at Indian Springs Air Force Auxiliary Airfield or
the Tonopah Test Range.

0015 R-42

0015

The environmental analysis was conducted to determine whether there
would be significant impacts, such as the spread of diesel fuel on the
landscape and over cultural resources. Results of the analysis indicate
that the natural and cultural resources environment should not be
impacted by operation of the F-22 beddown proposal.

R-43 Nellis  AFB has taken efforts to ensure that groups, organizations, and
individuals have opportunities to present their concerns. The Nellis  AFB

Native American Interaction Program provided a presentation and forum
at the general meeting June 3 and 4, 1999, for tribal chairpersons and
designated representatives to respond to the proposed project. Also, all
members of the public, including Native American individuals, were
invited to the meetings and hearings held in the region. Nellis  AFB
understands that individuals at these meetings and hearings are
responding for themselves and do not necessarily represent the view of
any tribe.
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0020 R-44

0022

0022

0022

R-45

R-46

R-47

The Draft EIS acknowledges that noise is unwanted sound, and that
annoyance is the usual human reaction to exposure to noise in section
4.2.1. Public concern with sonic booms was also noted in section 4.2 of
the Draft EIS. As reflected in that section, the majority of sonic booms
are anticipated to occur in authorized airspace in the Elgin and Coyote
Military Operation Areas of the NRC. The F-22 will only fly supersonic
within existing supersonic-approved airspace. Public noise complaints
can be made by calling the Air Warfare Center Public Affairs office at
Nellis  AFB at (702) 652-2750 or l-800-859-3804.

Prevailing rules for sensitive and avoidance areas on the NRC would
apply to the F-22 as well other aircraft. Public noise complaints can be
made by calling the Air Warfare Center Public Affairs office at Nellis
AFB at (702) 652-2750 or l-800-859-3804.

F-22 operations plan to use the entire NRC as described in the Draft EIS.
The level of flight activity in the NRC requires the use of all associated
airspace, including restricted airspace over the Nevada Test Site, to meet
training and test needs.

The Air Force is committed to enforcing existing flight restrictions in the
NRC. Public noise complaints can be made by calling the Air Warfare
Center Public Affairs office at Nellis  AFB at (702) 652-2750 or 1-800-
859-3804.
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